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RBC Centre
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by Artist 
Robert Lang



Finally there is one 
integrated system 
where all the elements 
necessary to enclose 
the building are 
engineered to work 
together seamlessly.

RBC Centre by 
architect Kohn Pedersen
Fox Associates.
Building envelope 
by Oldcastle 
BuildingEnvelope™

Oldcastle Glass® is now Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope™.

More than a name change, this is a sea   change in how the building 

envelope is realized. Like an envelope created from a single piece 

of paper, we approach the building envelope the same way. Not as 

pieces and parts—instead—we design, engineer, test and manufacture

curtain wall, windows, storefronts, skylights and glass as one seamlessly

integrated unit. Why do we do it? Everyone in the design and 

construction chain is asking  for it—from visionary architects to 

owners, engineers, consultants and construction managers. To see the 

future of the building envelope, call 866-OLDCASTLE (653-2278) 

or visit us online at oldcastlebe.com. 

this envelope 
changes everything
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All a great designer needs is a great opening. Wood and metal doors and frames, locks, hinges, pivots, access control and 
exit devices—hundreds of beautiful solutions, all from ASSA ABLO Y. Be inspired. VisitY. Be inspired. VisitY www.thegooddesignstudio.com.

Your resource for beautiful doors, frames and hardware from ASSA ABLOY group brands.

What inspire s you ?

The Dulles International Airport Terminal as envisioned by E ero Saarinen.
Eero Saarinen, Collection Manuscripts & Archives, Yale University.

Copyright © 2010 ASSA ABLOY, Inc. All rights reserved.



ADAMS RITE | CECO DOOR | CORBIN RUSSWIN | CURRIES | GRAHAM | MAIMAN | M cKINNEY | RIXSON | ROCKWOOD | SARGENT 

Custom Sketch Door™ (Graham)
Wood frame and casing (Maiman)
Mortise lock with decorative lever (Corbin Russwin, Sargent)
Hinges (McKinney)
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Architect Preferred

Grasspave2 porous paving has the beauty you want,  the 
strength you need, and the environmental benefits your clients 
demand.  Grasspave2 has 100% real grass coverage for a 
beautiful look and 5,721 psi compressive strength for fire 
lanes, truck access, and parking lots.  Grasspave2 mitigates 
the urban heat island effect, filters pollutants, recharges 
groundwater, allows tree growth, and comes from 100% 
recycled plastic.

invisiblestructures.com
800-233-1510
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www.insulated-panels.com/IPSintro
 

800.729.9324
info@insulated-panels.com

Introducing
THE NEW

Welcome to the new IPS:

New Look 

New Facility 

New Products  

New Manufacturing Capabilities 

Same Great Company
At IPS, our panels offer quick and easy installation, 
design versatility, appealing aesthetics, energy 
efficiency and longevity. We also provide excellent 
service and support, before and after the sale. That 
combination of superior products and outstanding 
service is what sets IPS apart and gives our 
customers the opportunity to be successful.

Look to IPS for all of your insulated metal panel 
needs. For more information, visit us online at 
www.insulated-panels.com/IPSintro or call us at 
(800) 729-9324.
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Moisture management, acoustics, sustainability, 
energy efficiency, lifestyle   – CertainTeed is the
company that brings eco-friendly building system 
solutions and your green design concepts to life.

As the 2009 and 2010 ENERGY STAR®

Partner of the Year, we are proud of our 
commitment to designing high quality, 
sustainable building products.

For our complete library of FREE CE courses
go to www.certainteed.com/continuinged.

COMCAST TOWER, PHILADELPHIA, PA
The Tallest LEED Core and Shell Certified 
Building in the United States.

ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN
Robert A.M. Stern Architects, New York

CERTAINTEED BUILDING PRODUCTS
Ceilings, Commercial Insulation 
& HVAC Insulation

Visit us at GreenBuild 
Booth #1439!

AN ENERGY STAR® IS BORN

ROOFING • SIDING • TRIM • WINDOWS • DECKING • RAILING • FENCE
INSULATION • GYPSUM • CEILINGS • FOUNDATIONS • PIPE 

800-233-8990 • certainteed.com http://blog.certainteed.com
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Lauren Nassef
“The Pit That Swallowed a 

City,” page 90

Lauren Nassef was born in North 
Carolina and grew up in central 
Pennsylvania. She graduated 
from the Rhode Island School of 
Design with a B.F.A. in Painting 
in 2001. Now a freelance artist 
and illustrator, she lives with her 
husband and dog in Chicago.

Nassef was excited to get 
started on the illustrations 
for “The Pit That Swallowed 
a City”—so much so that she 
began them before being fully 
briefed on the article. “When I 
got the information from the 
author, I realized that I’d drawn 
the wrong town!” she says. “It 
turns out that Malmberget is not 
the only Swedish town facing 
relocation due to mining.”

FEATURES

 90 The Pit That Swallowed a City
W  hen a town in Sweden  began crumbling into a giant crater, the local authorities 
took action—by convening a global design summit.  ELIZABETH EVITTS DICKINSON

 94 Systems, Not Icons
What do you get when you combine the rise of landscape architecture with 
landscape-based urban design? A new approach to city-making. JOHN GENDALL

 98 Can This Planner Save Detroit?
An interview with Toni L. Gri�  n, who has been charged with reshaping Motor City. 
FRED A. BERNSTEIN

BUILDINGS

 103 Bertram and Judith Kohl Building
Meeting Oberlin College’s minimum standard of LEED Silver for all new buildings on 
campus, Westlake Reed Leskosky created an interactive music building that connects 
to the neighboring Minoru Yamasaki complex. EDWARD KEEGAN

 115 ThyssenKrupp Quarter
Built on a remediated former steel-production site, the hallmark of the small high-
rise and campus designed by the team of JSWD Architekten and Chaix & Morel et 
Associés is a complex sunshading system. KATIE GERFEN

 125 Watsonville Water Resources Center
WRNS Studio’s building for a water recycling plant in California helps tell a story 
about careful use of the region’s most important, and most endangered, resource. 
VERNON MAYS
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Breaking down President Obama’s call for a 
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 40 Local Market Norman, Okla.
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LESTER AND CLAIRE PARKER
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 45  Detail Lego Façade
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a building material and enlisted school children 
to help. BARBARA HORWITZ-BENNETT
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and easy to industrial strength. We survey some 
of the options. MIMI ZEIGER

Right The legal battles 
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beginning.
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Project: New York Fire Department, Engine Co. 239 Firehouse

Location: Brooklyn, NY

Architect: Beyhan Karahan

Products: Pilkington Pyrostop® fire-rated glass 
and Fireframes® Heat Barrier Series frames

fireglass.com  |  800.426.0279

For protection against flames, smoke and heat transfer choose Pilkington Pyrostop® fire-rated and 
impact safety-rated glazing material. With a fire rating of up to 2 hours, it’s the clear alternative to 
solid walls. After all, who knows more about protecting people and valuables?

© Pilkingto n

© 2010 Technical Glass Products. Pilkington Pyrostop is a registered trademark of Pilkington plc. Technical Glass Products, One Source. Many Solutions and 
Fireglass are registered trademarks of Technical Glass Products.

TGP_Pyrostop_firePole_ad_USglass_9x10.875.indd   1 9/9/2010   3:15:44 PM
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 EDIEAOO IS CIHICEC into 50 wards. Each ward has 
an elected alderman who enjoys a $1.3 million annual 
discretionary fund for capital improvements: fi xing 
potholes, adding street lights, erecting bus shelters, 
and so forth. Given the city’s reputation for political 
patronage, these 50 budget lines might seem like 
thinly veiled opportunities for machine politicians 
to reward their cronies. But one alderman, Joe Moore 
of Ward 49, has elected to spread the wealth in an 
admirably inclusive, remarkably innovative fashion. His 
jurisdiction, centered on Chicago’s northernmost lakeside 
neighborhood, Rogers Park, is the fi rst in the United 
States to adopt a process called “participatory budgeting.”

In April, Moore invited all ward residents over the 
age of 16, regardless of citizenship or voter-registration 
status, to pick their eight favorites from a menu of 36 
infrastructure projects, grouped in six categories: arts 
and other projects, parks and environment, public 
safety, streets, traA  c safety, and transportation. 
Here’s a typical menu item:

Loyola Fieldhouse Speed Humps on 1100–1200 
W. Greenleaf Ave. Installation of speed humps to 
slow tra�  c leaving and entering beach and Loyola 
Fieldhouse parking. Cost: $3,500

Volunteer committees researched and developed 
each proposal, based upon ideas submitted directly by 
residents and discussions at a series of neighborhood 
assemblies. The proposals that received the most votes 
would receive full funding from Moore’s $1.3 million 
budget (though some were contingent on buy-in from 
the City of Chicago and other bodies).

Out of a population of over 60,000, there were 1,652 
votes cast, and 14 projects that got the green light.

At a moment when big government is in big 
disfavor, Ward 49’s Athenian experiment in direct 
democracy seems almost too good to be true. Can 
you imagine a plebiscite on the allocation of the $787 
billion Obama stimulus plan? It’s hard to believe that 
participatory budgeting could work at a national scale. 
But it’s tempting nonetheless, especially given the 
disappointment that so many architects felt when the 
stimulus failed to produce a WPA-style transformation 
of the public realm.

Skeptics could point to California as an example 
of direct democracy gone awry. The state constitution 
allows any citizen who collects enough signatures to 
get a proposition on the ballot; with a simple majority 
vote, the proposition becomes (or repeals) a statute or 
constitutional amendment. The initiative process has its 
fl aws, one being that while the people have the power to 
directly enact programs, they can also reject taxes that 
would keep the state budget in line.

Participatory budgeting is di� erent, notably in 
that the amount of available funding is fi xed. There’s 
no chance that the residents of Rogers Park will vote 
to build themselves a monorail system, the way 
the citizens of Springfi eld did in season four of The 
Simpsons, with disastrous results.

So how did the Ward 49ers choose to spend their 
$1.3 million? The list of approved projects, many of 
which are now under way, include sidewalk repairs, 
solar-powered trash cans, and community gardens. (The 
Loyola Fieldhouse speed bumps didn’t make the cut.) 
Small potatoes, perhaps, compared to the stimulus, or 
the $50 billion infrastructure improvement plan that 
President Obama proposed last month (see page 30). 
But with a few, seemingly minor improvements, the 
residents of Chicago’s Ward 49 are taking control of 
their built environment in a major way.

The fi rst-ever attempt at participatory budgeting 
began two decades ago, in Porto Alegre, Brazil, a city of 
1.5 million. What has the process accomplished there? 
According to the World Bank:

[N]ew public housing units, which sheltered only 
1,700 new residents in 1986, housed an additional 
27,000 in 1989. Sewer and water connections in the 
city … went up from 75 percent of total households 
in 1988 to 98 percent in 1997. The number of schools 
has quadrupled since 1986. Porto Alegre’s health and 
education budget increased from 13 percent in 1985 to 
almost 40 percent in 1996.

Something obviously clicked in Porto Alegre, 
because so far, some 140 municipalities in Brazil have 
adopted the participatory budgeting system, including 
São Paulo, the seventh largest city in the world.

In the February 2008 issue of TREHITEET, we asked 
notables such as Richard Florida and Ron Paul, “How 
would you spend $1.6 trillion?”—the amount that the 
Urban Land Institute estimated that it would take to 
revitalize our nation’s infrastructure. It’d be interesting 
to see what kind of priorities the American people 
would set if President Obama opened his $50 billion 
proposal to the participatory budgeting process.

According to a poll conducted by the Transportation 
for America coalition, for instance, 82 percent of voters 
believe that the United States would benefi t from an 
expanded and improved public transportation system. 
Sounds good to me. Clearly, $50 billion isn’t enough to 
fi x everything, but we’ve got to start somewhere. 
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BUILD THIS!

WITH A FEW, 
SEEMINGLY 
MINOR 
IMPROVEMENTS, 
THE RESIDENTS 
OF CHICAGO’S 
WARD 49 ARE 
TAKING CONTROL 
OF THEIR BUILT 
ENVIRONMENT 
IN A MAJOR WAY.

→ For more information on 
participatory budgeting, visit 
participatorybudgeting.org and 
ward49.com.
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Heifer International - Little Rock, AR
Owner: Heifer International
Architect: Polk Stanley Rowland Curzon Porter Architects, LTD.
Contractors: Ace Glass Co., Harness Roofing
Color: Silver Metallic
Profiles: 7/8” Corrugated, M-Panels, Coping
Photo: Timothy Hursley

WWW.PAC-CLAD.COM I IL: 1 800 PAC CLAD
MD: 1 800 344 1400 I TX: 1 800 441 8661
GA: 1 800 272 4482 I MN:1 877 571 2025

Winner

of the AIA 2008

Honor Awards and

the Platinum LEED®

Certification

The world headquarters of Heifer International has

received a Platinum LEED® certification plus numerous

design and environmental awards.

A key element of the building’s skin involves the use of

Petersen corrugated aluminum panels installed as an accent

band in a horizontal configuration. Approximately 22,000

sq. ft. of .050 aluminum PAC-CLAD Silver Metallic 7/8”

corrugated panels were utilized.

Produced in factory formed lengths up to 55 feet,

Petersen’s PAC-CLAD Panels are also available in longer

lengths by consulting the factory. Our PAC-CLAD® Kynar

500® finish, covered by a non-prorated 20 year warranty,

is now available in 38 colors on steel and aluminum. Most

colors meet LEED®, ENERGY STAR® and cool roof

certification requirements.

Visit our interactive website for more information:

www.pac-clad.com.

See us at METALCON! Stop by Booth 1144.
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LETTERS

I HEART ST. LOUIS, September 2010 
  I enjoyed your Dialogue on the Gateway Arch competition, until I got to 
the East St. Louis/Detroit joke/cheap shot. As architects trying to lead 
our urban areas out of their morass, isn’t it time we grow up and stop 
looking down our noses at cities that really need our help—not the Big 
Apple or San Francisco, but Gary/Akron/Cleveland/Detroit, etc.? Ned, I 
expect better from the editor of ERITIREIR.  
  C. Richard Hall, Principal, Harley Ellis Devereaux, Southfi eld, Mich.
  
FACING UP TO THE NUMBERS, September 2010 
  I read with interest and encouragement your article acknowledging that 
architects need to be more aware of the fi nancial aspects of their work. 
Years of frustration eventually drove me to business school, so I strongly 
endorse a spirit of fi nancial awareness for architects. More focus also 
should be placed on teaching construction technology.

For the last 17 years I have focused on providing forensic 
architectural and engineering services (I hold both architectural and 
engineering licenses). I regularly see the product of aesthetic-centered 
and technology-adverse architectural training. I would have less work, 
architects would have fewer legal distractions, and clients would have 
better buildings if, in order to be awarded an B.Arch., each student had to 
demonstrate working knowledge and profi ciency in the following areas: 
project management, specifi cation writing, building codes, and the 
construction of watertight buildings.

I would further remind my fellow professionals that you do not 
need to be licensed to do architectural design. You only need a license 
to seal a set of contract documents. Ultimately we trade our service 
and knowledge of eC ective investment in the built environment for 
our right to exist, so preparation for that service should be the core of 
architectural education.   
   James R. Drebelbis, Drebelbis Engineering, Dallas 

     From our online readers:
   ECOLOGY by Lance Hosey, “The World’s Greenest Buildings: Promise vs. 
Performance,” Aug. 31.
  In Europe, (Denmark and Austria, anyway) they’ve already got a report 
card for buildings: the Energieausweis (bit.ly/cTpiVC).  
  bruteforcecollaborative 

 The EPA is now giving letter grades for vehicles, Prius A-, Electric Vehicles 
A+, etc. (bit.ly/9oG8yI). Why don’t we do this for buildings? An A for 
energy positive/carbon neutral or better, A- to F for every gradation 
from there; based on metrics, of course. Aesthetics—this is a separate, 
unrelated matter.  
  greenconscience1975 

  In the August 2010 Business department article “Self-Infl icted Losses,” the 
last name of architect Michael Hickok was misspelled. We regret the error.
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Need a Roof Update?

MBCI can help. Whether you’re looking to update the appearance of your roof or improve its performance, our NuRoof® retrofit framing system combined with our metal roofing materials 

deliver an ideal solution. NuRoof® can be installed over new or existing construction and includes both low-slope and high-slope applications and offers many roof-geometry options.

MBCI will work with you to increase your building’s energy efficiency, meet wind uplift requirements and make your building pleasing to the eye.

To learn more about the First Federal Bank project featured above and how MBCI can help add beauty and long life to your project, visit www.mbci.com/archretrofit.

First Federal Bank, Mt. Home, Arizona

 Houston, TX (Corporate) 877-713-6224 | Adel, GA  888-446-6224 | Atlanta, GA  877-512-6224 | Atwater, CA  800-829-9324 | Dallas, TX  800-653-6224  | Indianapolis, IN  800-735-6224 
Jackson, MS 800-622-4136 |  Lubbock, TX  800-758-6224 | Memphis, TN  800-206-6224 | Oklahoma City, OK  800-597-6224 | Omaha, NE  800-458-6224  | Phoenix, AZ  888-533-6224 
Richmond, VA  800-729-6224 | Rome, NY  800-559-6224 | Salt Lake City, UT  800-874-2404 | San Antonio, TX  800-598-6224
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www.daikinac.com

The balance of design with responsibility.  Working to provide air-conditioning 
solutions that are aesthetically pleasing and also environmentally responsible
requires remarkable balance.  It involves optimizing energy conservation at the core 
while retaining structural fl exibility.  At Daikin AC, we are making a paradigm shift.
Daikin AC.  Try a better perspective.
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Top Stories → For these stories and more, see architectmagazine.com.

THE DAILY PROGRESS (VA)
Jeff erson’s Rotunda to be renovated
The University of Virginia’s iconic Rotunda—
designed by Thomas Jeff erson as the school’s 
library—will receive its fi rst signifi cant 
renovations since its restoration in the 1970s.

THE NEWS & OBSERVER (NC)
AIA North Carolina selling water tower
The 85-foot-tall octagonal tower originally built 
by the Raleigh Water Works is on the market for 
$685,000. The building has housed the North 
Carolina chapter of the AIA since 1963.

COMPILED BY EDWARD KEEGAN

NEWSWIRE

TACE LNMR, OLDOGXCER UTDM TDL LRUT: 
AILMRT; MNTMDLN87; MNTG TITBRT; 
ODITTREP LIMA + EONTLN
LNMR 22, LRUT TD TCMAT: OCTPNTOATCVRT 
ODMLRTCTCDB.DTM; ODITTREP NCN
LNMR 24: ODILDMB TROABDLDMCRE
LNMR 25: OCTP DU MCBBRNLDLCE

FAST COMPANY
Making a better compact fl uorescent
The Plumen, a “designer” compact fl uorescent 
light bulb from London-based Hulger, made its 
market debut in Europe. The energy-effi  cient 
bulb should be available in the U.S. soon.

Gwynne Pugh Departs 
Pugh + Scarpa to 
Focus on Urban Design

AUGUST 2010 
ARCHITECTURE 
BILLINGS INDEX

48.2
↑ 50.6 commercial

↓ 46.0 institutional

↓ 42.6 mixed practice

↓ 46.9 multifamily residential
AWARD-WCNNCNG Santa Monica, 
Calif.–based Pugh + Scarpa Architects 
will no longer practice with its two 
named partners at the helm. Gwynne 
Pugh has started Gwynne Pugh Urban 
Studio, while Lawrence Scarpa and 
Angela Brooks will continue to oper-
ate as Pugh + Scarpa for the remain-
der of the year. That fi rm will change 
its name to Brooks + Scarpa in 2011.

In an interview, Gwynne Pugh 
notes that he wants to explore urban 
design in more detail than he was 
able to at Pugh + Scarpa—although 
he’ll continue to work with some 
of the same clients on this aspect of 
their projects. “I will still have a tradi-
tional architecture practice, although 
urban design will be the focus,” Pugh 

says. On his fi rst day of business on 
his own, Pugh answered his own 
telephone, but he plans to collabo-
rate with people who used to work at 
Pugh + Scarpa.

“Larry felt he wanted to go in his 
own direction,” Pugh notes. Scarpa 
amicably responds, “This is not un-
usual. It’s a natural outgrowth of 
working together for 22 years, and, ar-
tistically, I’m ready for other things.”

Gwynne Pugh and Lawrence 
Scarpa had led Pugh + Scarpa since 
its founding in 1991, garnering more 
than 50 local, state, and national 
AIA awards, including both the 2010 
AIA National Firm Award and the 
2010 AIA California Firm Award. 
RDWATD KRRGAN

Gwynne Pugh
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GREEN HAS NEVER LOOKED THIS GOOD.

H2Okinetic Technology® enables the Delta Water-Efficient 

Showerhead to delight users, with a warmer, luxurious 

shower experience. It also improves water efficiency by 40%, 

flowing at 1.5 gpm while providing the feel of 2.5 gpm.*

And now, more than half of Delta’s bath collections—

seven of which feature an H2Okinetic Technology shower 

option—meet WaterSense® specification. A number that 

will increase to 80% by summer 2010. Another way that 

Delta is more than just a faucet.

Visit deltafaucet.com/watersense
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* Computation based on comparison 
of showerheads that have a flow rate 
of 2.5 gpm under ASME A112.18.1.

Contemporary Water-Efficient Showerhead (1.5 gpm)

DFM10097_Arch1010_H2OkinAd.indd   1 9/7/10   12:13 PM
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ST. LOUIS POST-DISPATCH
Arch plan far from done
Brooklyn, N.Y.–based Michael Van Valkenburgh 
has won the competition for redesigning the 
grounds of St. Louis’ Gateway Arch, but his 
preliminary work is far from done. Doug Moore 
and Jesse Bogan report that the landscape 
architect “will spend the next three months 
refi ning its design, coming up with a budget 
and helping fi nd ways to raise money.” The 
initial budget is $300 million.

2010 AIA National 
Healthcare 
Design Awards

Category A: Built
Less Than $25 million
Duke Integrative Medicine 
(shown), Durham, N.C.: 
Duda/Paine Architects

Advocate Lutheran General 
Hospital Center for 
Advanced Care, Park Ridge, 
Ill.: OWP/P | Cannon Design

Category B: Built
More Than $25 Million
Children’s Medical Center 
Legacy, Dallas: Zimmer 
Gunsul Frasca Architects

Category C: Unbuilt
Seoul National University 
Hospital Medical Mall, Seoul: 
Gresham Smith & Partners

THE JURY: John Pangrazio (chair), NBBJ; Ruth Benefi eld, Seattle Children’s Hospital; Paul Bentel, 
Bentel & Bentel; Mary-Jean Eastman, Perkins Eastman; Kirk Hamilton, Texas A&M University; 
Marlene Imirzian, Marlene Imirzian & Associates, Architects; Ray Pentecost, Clark Nexsen.

EDI AOA ACADICH of Architecture for Health has named the winners of the 2010 National 
Healthcare Design Awards program. This year, four projects were selected in three categories.
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THERE IS SIMPLY NO BETTER SNOW RETENTION 
SYSTEM THAN S-5! COLORGARD®!

See us at 

METALCON

Booth 

#1765

and at 

GreenBuild

Booth 

#788

To find out more visit www.S-5-Colorgard.com/arch or call 1-888-825-3432.
*See Optional Limited Lifetime Warranty information at the S-5! website (www.S-5.com). 

Often imitated, never duplicated. Our patented S-5!® clamps, with their round-point setscrews, make ColorGard the 

strongest, easiest to install, and best priced solution for standing seam roofs.  They never pierce the paneling...and 

there is no messy glue!  Unlike all other snow retention products, the perfect color-match of ColorGard ensures your 

snow retention system will always look great, and lasts as long as your roof. 
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delivered by

www.bpmselect.com

12,000 Building Product Manufacturers | Six Million Targeted Web Pages

One Source.

Solar Panels
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THE NEW YORK TIMES
No electric refueling for Congress
Members of Congress and their staff  who 
might be considering electric vehicles are 
going to have to deal with refueling anxiety. 
The Government Accountability Offi  ce has 
ruled that the Architect of the Capitol cannot 
purchase and install battery charging stations 
as proposed in its budget. Instead, these must 
be addressed through an act of Congress.

Legislation for National 
Renewable Electricity 
Standard Introduced
EDI MDOICC’H U.S. senators, Je�  Bingaman 
(D) and Tom Udall (D), along with Kansas Sen. 
Sam Brownback (R), have introduced a bill in 
the U.S. Senate that would create a national 
renewable electricity standard (RES). Bill S.3813, 
the Renewable Electricity Promotion Act of 
2010, proposes amending the Public Utility 
Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 to include a 
federal RES that would require electric utilities 
to obtain set percentages of the total quantity 
of electricity sold to electric consumers in a 
calendar year—known within the industry 
as “base quantity”—from renewable energy 
sources.

In most cases, the proposed minimum 
annual percentages begin at 3 percent in 
2012 and grow incrementally to the highest 

proposed level of 15 percent from 2021 through 
2036. Renewable energy sources include 
solar, wind, biomass, landfi ll gas, qualifi ed 
hydropower, marine and hydrokinetic 
renewable energy, incremental geothermal 
production, coal-mined methane, qualifi ed 
waste-to-energy, and others–based on 
technology as determined through rulemaking.

States that already have an RES in place 
that is higher than the proposed RES, such as 
New Mexico, would not be a� ected by the bill, 
and utilities that sell less than 4 million MWh 
per year would be exempt.

To be considered by Congress, the bill must 
obtain 60 cosponsors. At press time, it had 23. 
The full text of the bill is available online at 
senate.gov. ECC-HARUCAURE HAAFF
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UNBEIGE
Revised I-35W memorial designs unveiled
Revised designs for a memorial to those who 
lost their lives in the 2007 Minneapolis-St. Paul 
I-35W bridge collapse have been released. The 
Remembrance Garden, designed by landscape 
architect Thomas Oslund and scheduled to 
open next August, will be in viewing distance 
of the new bridge, which opened 13 months 
after the collapse.

RTKL ACQUIRES BEIJING-BASED 
AHS INTERNATIONAL
EDIEODAIEODAC HEOGEOA continue, even 
in a down economy: RTKL has acquired AHS 
International. In a simple asset purchase, the 
fi ve-year-old, 43-person AHS becomes part of 
RTKL’s worldwide, interdisciplinary practice. 
AHS specializes in hospital, laboratory, and 
medical facility design from o�  ces in Beijing 
and Shanghai. The fi rms recently collaborated 
on the Shanghai Changzheng New Pudong 
Hospital.

RTKL president and CEO Lance Josal noted 
in a press release that the acquisition gives 
RTKL a Beijing o�  ce, adding to the fi rm’s 
presence in the Far East. “[M]ost importantly, it 
brings on board Kai Wang, a recognized leader 
in the design of hospitals,” Josal said. Wang, the 
founder and managing principal of AHS, was 
educated in China and the United States. He 
is highly regarded for healthcare design in the 
Chinese market. AHS was initially established 
in Atlanta and Beijing and has operated in 
China as a wholly owned foreign enterprise. 

The acronym stands for “Architecture for 
Healthcare and Science research facility.”

“There is a premium on knowledgeable 
healthcare design in China,” Wang said in 
the release. There would also appear to be a 
premium on design opportunities: The Chinese 
government has committed $125 billion over 
the next three years for the construction of 
national healthcare centers of 2,000 and 
more beds, regional centers of 1,000 beds, and 
specialized hospitals of 500 beds. “Opening a 
second o�  ce in China is part of RTKL’s broader 
commitment to markets that are developing 
world-class medical campuses,” added Brad 
Barker, RTKL executive vice president.

RTKL’s acquisition of AHS follows its 
own sale to Netherlands-based Arcadis just 
three years ago. With the signifi cant new 
investments in healthcare by the Chinese 
government, the RTKL acquisition of AHS 
seems to be another example of the common 
business dictum “follow the money.” T.K.
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Introducing a roof that can bathe a student in glare-free 

daylight, comfort an employee through advanced thermal 

and moisture protection, and envelop a customer in 

noise-attenuated serenity. Tensotherm lifetime roofi ng 

creates inspired environments proven to enhance 

human potential. Sustainable, durable, functional Tensotherm. 

It’s what Roofi ng for Living™ is all about. 

Learn more today at www.TensothermRoofi ng.com

Tensotherm™ is a patent pending product of Birdair, Inc.  www.birdair.com
© Nanogel aerogel is a registered trademark of Cabot Corporation.

 LIVING?
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PPG Industries, Inc., 151 Colfax Street, Springdale, PA 15144  1-888-PPG-IDEA  www.ppgideascapes.com

Duranar and PPG are registered trademarks and IdeaScapes is a trademark owned by PPG Industries, Inc.

When you want a project to make a statement or simply 
stand the test of time, turn to the unequaled performance 
of Duranar® Coatings. And you can rely on the members 

of the Certified Applicator Program to gain access to the best people, practices and 
products – including exclusive access to environmentally-friendly Duranar Powder Coatings.  
To learn more, call 1-888-PPG-IDEA. Or visit www.ppgduranar.com.

LIQUID OR POWDER, IT ALWAYS MAKES A LASTING IMPRESSION.

SPECIFY AND TRUST PPG CERTIFIED APPLICATORS
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EDINEOS IRO, your fi rm’s management includes 
more than one person. Which means that diC erences 
of opinion will assuredly crop up. While many of the 
disputes will be easily resolved, some may not. Bill 
Mandel and Laura Howard, partners in San Francisco–
based MBV Law, work with architecture, engineering, 
and environmental-consulting clients (who account 
for about half of MBV’s business) and have a good 
understanding of just the kinds of things that can come 
between fi rm leaders and put a partnership at risk. 
Mandel has specialized in the A/E community for 30 
of his 40 years as a lawyer, Howard for 12 of 23. “I fi nd 

architects very interesting to work with,” Howard says. 
“They’re big-picture clients.”

How did you get started in partner-dispute resolution?
HINDOA: Clients turn to us as the trusted adviser. We 
don’t take sides. We act as a fair arbiter of their disputes.

What’s the key to resolving partner disputes?
HINDOA: Do preventive medicine. Spend time getting to 
know your partners before getting into the partnership. 

As with many things in life, 
one key to dispute resolution 
is constant communication, 
advise lawyers Bill Mandel 
and Laura Howard. “If you 
know each other and deal with 
minor issues, when a major 
one comes up, you’re not going 
back to step one,” Mandel 
says. “You have continuity 
and an understanding of each 
partner’s viewpoint that helps 
resolve issues.”

DISAGREEMENTS—EVERY PARTNERSHIP HAS THEM, EVEN THE BEST ONES. SO 
HOW SHOULD FIRM LEADERS PREPARE FOR, AND DEAL WITH, THE INEVITABLE?

 INTERVIEW BY EDWARD KEEGAN 
 PHOTO BY ANNE HAMERSKY 

→
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→

Know their values. We put together a set of practices so that if they get 
to the dispute, they have a good way of handling it.

How do you, as lawyers, practice preventive medicine?
EDIAOD: We build into agreements things that people are likely to 
disagree about: How are they going to deal with compensation? What 
about spending on equipment or leases or property? What are they 
going to do about new markets? Do they want to stay local, or do 
they have a more regional or global outlook? How do they feel about 
expanding their ownership circle and new people who may ultimately 
replace them? These are areas where partners have disagreements, 
and some of them can be preventatively worked on in a shareholder 
agreement or a buy-sell agreement.

Do all fi rms who work with you use your fi rm for dispute resolution?
MACDHL: We counsel all of them to do it, and the majority do. We 
push hard to have a shareholder agreement in place from the very 
beginning. The ones that do can ride out disputes pretty well. The ones 
that don’t are the ones who become diA  cult problems.

How can partners stay focused in a dispute?
EDIAOD: Focus on the good of the fi rm, rather than your own 
personal needs in any business dispute. Be fl exible. Don’t go to 
the mat.
MACDHL: Don’t enter a partners’ meeting with a loaded gun—either 
fi guratively or literally.
EDIAOD: Stay in the present. Often, partnerships are of long standing 
and can be like marriages. In the middle of a dispute, people can 
start talking about things that happened 10 to 15 years ago instead of 
focusing on what’s their problem today. Address the issues at hand.

How important is compromise?
EDIAOD: In any dispute-resolution process, everybody’s going to feel 
a little pain. Nobody’s going to get everything they want.

Has the economy had an e� ect on disputes?
MACDHL: Disputes are harder to resolve, especially if it’s a split-up 
or the departure of an owner. We preach having agreements with 
evaluation formulas that decide what somebody gets paid if they 
leave, but they rely on the goodwill of the parties to follow through. 
When the dollars are tighter, as they are now, the disputes get deeper.
EDIAOD: I had one particularly tough dispute when the economy was 
good, but there was enough money in the fi rm to make it solvable. If it 
happened today, it wouldn’t have been solvable in a satisfactory way.

What about litigation?
MACDHL: You don’t want to go to court. It’s expensive, and it’s time-
consuming.
EDIAOD: I fi nd litigation to be very unsatisfying. It usually results in 
the fi rm just going away.

Beyond written agreements, how can partners prepare for disputes?
MACDHL: Meet on a regular basis—monthly, bimonthly, quarterly—
even if there isn’t a major issue to deal with. The closer you get to your 
partners, the better you’ll understand them.
EDIAOD: It’s common sense, but we see it as a critical piece.

Any last thoughts?
MACDHL: It’s inevitable. You’re going to have disputes. �

business
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We are…Distinctively CENTRIA.

Whether you’re looking to reduce the carbon footprint of an older structure, improve its energy 

efficiency or simply update its appearance, CENTRIA architectural metal wall systems offer the ideal 

solution.  Featuring Advanced Thermal and Moisture Protection (ATMP®) combined with limitless 

aesthetic options, our architectural metal wall systems can be installed over existing structures to 

create a contemporary new façade or blend with an existing design style. 

No matter what retrofit challenges you face, CENTRIA supports this eco-smart initiative with high 

performance products, reliable dealers and experienced engineering. Our experts are ready to 

provide solutions to your toughest retrofit questions. Call or visit our website for more information.
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MILES OF NEW AND REHABBED CONSTRUCTION IN THE OBAMA PLAN, BY TRANSIT TYPE

Infrastructure 
by the 
Numbers
ON LABOR DAY, PRESIDENT OBAMA CALLED FOR A $50 BILLION, 
SIX-YEAR INVESTMENT IN ROADS, RAIL, AND RUNWAYS, AND FOR THE 
ESTABLISHMENT OF A NATIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE BANK THAT WOULD 
COMBINE FEDERAL AND STATE DOLLARS AND PRIVATE INVESTMENTS. 
OBAMA SAYS THAT THE COST TO TAXPAYERS WOULD BE OFFSET BY 
THE ELIMINATION OF SUBSIDIES TO THE OIL AND GAS INDUSTRIES.

EDITOR: NCR HCINR CDIER
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150,000 
ROADS

9.5% 17%

4,000 
RAILWAYS

150 
RUNWAYS

EDITOR: AITRLI DM LLADT 
ENLNIENIOE

U.S. UNEMPLOYMENT 
RATE, ALL SECTORS
(AUGUST 2010)

U.S. CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY UNEMPLOYMENT (AUGUST 2010)



The safest installation
meets the
smartest innovations.

Plus, they meet tough new UL325-2010 standards, which is critical in complying with state and local building codes.  
It’s all what you’d expect from the #1 brand of professionally installed door operators. There’s no smarter way to protect
what matters most...your reputation.
 

Specify safe. Specify smart. Specify LiftMaster. 
To learn more, visit liftmaster.com or call 800-323-2276.                         

Next-generation LiftMaster® door operators lead the way
with groundbreaking innovations that protect your clients.
Our new line of door operators protects your clients’ employees and property with 
continuously monitored entrapment protection and state-of-the-art safety features, 
making it easier than ever to incorporate warning lights, bells, and timers.

Residential Garage Door Openers  •  Commercial Door Operators  •  Access Control
Residential and Commercial Gate Operators  •  Telephone Entry Systems

liftmaster.com Commercial Door Operators
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COST TO THE U.S. TAXPAYER 
OF THE UPFRONT INVESTMENT 
FOR OBAMA’S SIX-YEAR PLAN

U.S. INFRASTRUCTURE 
GRADE:

CURRENT ALLOCATION OF U.S. TRANSPORTATION FUNDING

PROJECTED SAVINGS OVER 
10 YEARS BY ELIMINATING 
FEDERAL SUBSIDIES TO THE 
OIL AND GAS INDUSTRIES

→ PER YEAR THE AVERAGE AMERICAN COMMUTER LOSES TO TRAFFICD
HIGH-SPEED RAIL METRICS BY COUNTRY
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$50
82%

20.3%

56 HOURS

$45
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BILLION

BILLION

PERCENTAGE OF VOTERS WHO BELIEVE THAT THE UNITED STATES WOULD BENEFIT FROM AN 
EXPANDED AND IMPROVED PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM, SUCH AS RAIL AND BUSES

PERCENTAGE OF U.S. 
FLIGHTS DELAYED
1998–2008

ROADS PUBLIC 
TRANSPORTATION

BICYCLING AND WALKING

79%
20%

22%
PERCENT OF TOTAL 
GLOBAL ENERGY OUTPUT 
CONSUMED BY THE 
TRANSPORTATION SECTOR

PERCENT OF TOTAL GLOBAL 
CARBON EMISSIONS 
PRODUCED BY THE 
TRANSPORTATION SECTOR

27%

1%

DATE OF INITIATION

SYSTEM LENGTH (ROUTE- MILES)

TOP OPERATING SPEED (MPH)

RIDERSHIP (MILLIONS)

1964

1,360

188

300

1981

1,180

199

100

2007

588

186

NO DATA

2000

457

150

11
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Green Monster

EDI LOXORC HOADOMSASOM building Riverhouse in 
lower Manhattan has attracted considerable attention 
since it opened in 2007, usually in regard to such 
things as celebrity residents or a management power 
struggle over slow sales. But the latest news from 
Riverhouse, an environmentally friendly building that 
is a candidate for LEED Gold, has taken the legal and 
architecture communities by surprise: The owners of 
a condo in the building have fi led a lawsuit charging 
fraud, misrepresentation, and breach of contract because 
Riverhouse allegedly does not meet its much-touted 
sustainability-performance standards.

Now that sustainability is an integral part of design 
practice and the business and marketing strategies of 
architecture fi rms, it’s inevitable that legal claims and 
liability issues concerning green building performance 
will appear. Currently, case law is scant—one reason 
the Riverhouse lawsuit has drawn so much attention. 
Meanwhile, another dispute has played out in Eagle River, 

Wis., after a group of area residents challenged a LEED 
Gold rating of the local high school, which was completed 
in 2006. They claimed the facility did not meet the U.S. 
Green Building Council’s gold-standard requirements; 
this was rejected by the USGBC. An appeal was also 
rejected after the USGBC conducted a challenge review 
and ordered two additional technical reports. “There is no 
reason to believe the project failed to meet all the LEED 
prerequisites and credits it has attempted,” the USGBC 
wrote in a letter to the school district last April.

“These issues will come up more often,” predicts 
Je�  York, associate general counsel at HOK, especially 
because a growing number of clients, such as schools, 
are requiring LEED certifi cation. What’s more, cities and 
states are encouraging sustainable projects by o� ering 
tax abatements—usually for property taxes—that are 
tied to LEED status. Currently, LEED initiatives are found 

LEGAL BATTLES OVER SUSTAINABILITY PROMISES VS. PERFORMANCE ARE 
JUST BEGINNING. BUT IT’S NOT ONLY ABOUT DESIGN, IT’S ALSO ABOUT 
CONTRACTS, EXPECTATIONS, AND (SURPRISE, SURPRISE) MONEY.
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Design for
sustainable 

impact.

With up to 41% pre-consumer recycled 
content, HI-MACS® Eden Plus surfaces 
let you explore design solutions that 
not only create excitement, but also 
have a positive environmental impact. 
Suitable for commercial and residential 
applications, these LEED® contributing 
surfaces coordinate with every type of 
style resulting in a clean, seamless look. 

At last you can make a big splash with 
your designs and yet barely create a 
ripple in the environment.

Shown: Eden Plus Poplar (40% recycled content)

For more information visit www.lghausys.com and www.lgsurfaces.com or call 866-544-4622.

Explore your space

6461LGHausysAD-BD+C.indd   1 8/20/10   11:36:12 AM
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in 45 states, 14 federal agencies or departments, 17 school 
jurisdictions, and 41 institutions of higher education.

When New York fi rm Gwathmey Siegel & Associates 
Architects took on the renovation and expansion of the 
building now known as the Yale Arts Complex, LEED Silver 
was mandatory for all new Yale University buildings. 
What if LEED and performance goals had not been met? 
Elizabeth Skowronek, a senior associate who worked on 
the project, says the answer is clear: “In that regard, we 
don’t guarantee anything. We can’t,” she says, adding, 
“except that we will do everything in our power to provide 
the highest professional standard of care.” The Yale Arts 
Complex, completed in 2008, achieved LEED Gold.

Guarantees, or the lack thereof, are part of ongoing 
discussions among architects, lawyers, and clients about 
the legal liability of LEED-certifi ed and other high-

performance, sustainable buildings. As such, fi rms are 
fi ne-tuning how they talk about these topics in contracts 
and in client conversations.

“Early on we may say, ‘Let’s try for gold,’ and the 
team has a good-faith intention of achieving that, but 
as the project goes along the scope may change, so we 
always have to ask: ‘Are we still on track?’ ” says Ken 
Sanders, a principal and managing director in Gensler’s 
San Francisco o�  ce. “You have to talk about this with the 
client in real time.” As for contracts, Sanders notes that 
while striving for LEED adds to project objectives, “we 
don’t see a need for special language beyond the stated 
goals we are working to achieve.”

HOK’s York describes the fi rm’s LEED contract as a 

“ONCE THE OWNER IS IN THE BUILDING AND 
OPERATING IT, ALL BETS ARE OFF, SO IT’S 
DANGEROUS TO MAKE PROMISES.” 
    —STEPHEN DEL PERCIO, ARENT FOX LAWYER AND LEED AP

Woven Wire Fabric
Projects include multi-story wire mesh draperies for hotels, auditoriums, and casinos; curved dividers for visual 
merchandising; window treatments for private homes; safety & blast mitigation screening; sculptural forms for 

urban gardens; decorative interior/exterior wall coverings; solar shading for buildings and parking garages; 
aviary screening for animal habitats, and see-through appealing barriers for commercial security. 

Whatever the application, let us help you realize your creative vision.

Northern Quest Resort and Casino, 
Washington, USA Ph
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AN INCREDIBLE LEGACY.

The Belden Brick company has a reputation of quality, 

enhanced by the incredible palette they offer: 250 colors, 

20 sizes, 13 textures. Face brick, thin brick, pavers, special 

shapes, and the ability to create custom shapes and pieces 

for dramatic brick sculptures. All in a product line that lets 

your imagination soar. So trust your design to the company 

that sets the standard of quality for the brick industry.

Canton, Ohio / (330) 456-0031 / www.beldenbrick.com
An ISO 9001:2008 Registered Quality Management System

“The Standard of Comparison Since 1885”
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“completely normal” design contract, in that it spells out 
goals and objectives. But it also has a paragraph stating 
that “the owner recognizes that LEED ratings are subject 
to many outside factors,” which, York notes, means that 
the architects “can’t guarantee achieving that goal.” It’s all 
about “expectation management,” he adds, since “unmet 
expectations can spark lawsuits.”

Another issue is the extra cost required to gain LEED 
certifi cation, especially LEED Platinum. Paul Stoller, a 
director in the New York o�  ce of environmental design 
consultancy Atelier Ten, says that Atelier Ten’s contracts 
contain a disclaimer noting that if a project is going for 
LEED, it will require extra work and cost more for items 
such as energy analysis and building commissioning. 
“This can easily add $100,000 to the price, and for a full-
scale building, hundreds of thousands of dollars,” paid 
for by the client or owner, Stoller says. He adds that about 
half of Atelier Ten’s LEED projects have come in at the 
anticipated level; apart from a couple of projects not yet 
completed, the rest have come in at a higher rating.

One factor complicating the legal liability aspect of 
LEED buildings is that so many hands are involved, from 
the design team on through the construction contractors, 
as well as independent commissioning inspectors and, 
fi nally, the USGBC and its autonomous certifi cation body, 
the Green Building Certifi cation Institute (GBCI). “The 

design team takes on implied obligations to deliver some 
sort of LEED certifi cation, but what is tricky is that …   it’s in 
the hands of the GBCI,” Stoller explains.

Nicholas Holt, director of the technical department at 
Skidmore, Owings & Merrill’s New York o�  ce, suggests 
that LEED certifi cation levels should be talked about as an 
aspiration rather than a guarantee. “Some clients come 
in saying, ‘Guarantee me gold,’ but that’s usually because 
they don’t know the process,” he says. After explaining 
how LEED is achieved and pointing out all of the parties 
involved in certifi cation, Holt continues, “we say, ‘We need 
to have realistic aspirations.’ ”

Of course, much depends on a building owner, who 
might cut a budget, backtrack on original plans, not follow 
through on maintenance and operation, or perhaps pave 
over a green roof. This could lead to a lower certifi cation 
level or dropping down from a level already awarded, 
according to LEED 2009 regulations. (The USGBC will 
review certifi cations, but it does not “decertify” a building 
or monitor ongoing operations. There is discussion in 
the industry over whether either or both of these actions 
should be included in the next iteration of LEED.)

“Once the owner is in the building and operating it, all 
bets are o� , so it’s dangerous to make promises,” advises 
lawyer Stephen Del Percio, a LEED accredited professional 
in the New York o�  ce of Arent Fox. �
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GREAT DESIGN
STARTS AT
THE DOOR

The RITE Door® is just that . . . right for so many reasons.

It meets the most stringent fire and accessibility codes. This fully-integrated system saves installation 
time and money. Add a wide variety of available finishes and stylish handles . . . and you can finally 
check your design challenges at the door.   www.RiteDoor.com
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  1.  Armed Forces Reserve Center 
  ARCHITECT:  LWPB Architecture , 
Norman. COMPLETION: 2010. 
BRIEF: $50 million, 204,000-s.f. 
facility features tilt-up concrete 
construction and is expected to 
achieve LEED Gold.
  
  2.  Cleveland County Family 
YMCA 
  ARCHITECT:  Boynton Williams 
& Associates , Norman. 
COMPLETION: 2009. BRIEF: 
$598,000 renovation of, and 
20,000-s.f. addition to, the 
community center.
  
  3.  Hitachi Manufacturing Plant 
Expansion 
  ARCHITECT:  LWPB . COMPLETION: 
2010. BRIEF: $20 million, 
200,000-s.f. addition includes 
an interior storm shelter for 150 
employees; fi rst project in state 
to use Oklahoma Community 
Economic Development Pooled 
Finance program funding.
  
  4.  Norman Regional Hospital 
Healthplex Campus 
  ARCHITECT:  PageSoutherland-
Page , Dallas. COMPLETION: 
2009. BRIEF: $101 million, 
400,000-s.f. structure houses 
a vascular center, a pavilion 
for women and children, and a 
center for orthopedic services.
   
   POPULATION/EMPLOYMENT 
  Current population: 112,551; 
annual growth over several 
years: a steady 2%.
  
   OFFICE MARKET 
  Vacancy rates across the city 
are less than 5%.
  
   RESIDENTIAL MARKET 
  Median home sale price, 
midyear 2010: $166,977.
  
   MARKET STRENGTHS 
  • Major research university
  • Well-educated workforce
  • Proximity to Oklahoma City
  
   MARKET CONCERNS 
  • Inadequate infrastructure
  • Dwindling water supply
  • Rising home prices
  
   FORECAST 
  “Norman will continue to 
revitalize its downtown 
and … fi ll in its boundaries,” 
says Christian Ballard, 
project architect at local 
fi rm Boynton Williams & 
Associates. “This growth will 
continue to be deliberate and 
steady. An economic boom 
is not anticipated, but the 
desirability of living in this 
town will continue.” 

NCDHEN, CGAE., founded in 1889 about 20 miles to the south of 
Oklahoma City, may be best known for the Sooners, the legendary 
college football team that calls it home. And the University of 
Oklahoma is certainly a major development driver for the city. But 
there’s more here than just a large college campus.

“Norman is a midsized community that … has big-town 
amenities and small-town charm and accessibility,” says Don Wood, 
executive director of the Norman Economic Development Coalition. 
The city also boasts a vibrant downtown, historic neighborhoods, 
and so many special events that it’s known as the City of Festivals.

Norman is also known for its weather, sitting as it does in 
Tornado Alley. And architects working here have to know a thing 
or two about structures that can withstand 250-mph-plus winds 
and fl ying debris. “Few buildings are designed to be self-contained 
tornado shelters, but I think most architects consider the e� ects of 
such storms,” says Larry Stubblefi eld, principal at local fi rm LWPB 
Architecture. He adds that clients are requesting spaces that can be 
used as shelters and serve other functions. LWPB included just such 
a room in a Hitachi plant addition it designed (see No. 3, at right).

More notably, the Hitachi project was partly funded through 
the Oklahoma Community Economic Development Pooled Finance 
program, which provides taxable bond proceeds for investments 
in local projects. The funding kept Hitachi in Norman, enabling the 
company to more than double its capacity, retain jobs, and add new 
positions. It’s the fi rst project in the state to use the program.

With incentives like this and an educated labor pool (51 percent 
of residents have at least a bachelor’s degree), Norman’s more than 
OK with business. “Norman is defi nitely a signifi cant power in the 
region that both retains and attracts creativity and intellect,” says 
Boynton Williams & Associates project architect Christian Ballard. �

 Norman, Okla. 
 LOCAL MARKET  →
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www.hanoverpavers.com
800.426.4242

  Hanover® 
Roof and Plaza
     Pavers
With pavers yielding high reflectance 
and emittance values, Hanover® 
Roof and Plaza Pavers become an 
integral part of earning Sustainable 
Sites Credits and LEED points. 
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© 2010 Fiberweb, Inc. 

Typar® and MetroWrap™ are trademarks of Fiberweb, Inc.

Building Wraps      Flashings      ConstruCtion tape      rooF underlayment      landsCape produCts      geotextiles

Meet Typar® MetroWrap.™ With superior bulk water holdout, Type I air resistance, 

and 12 months of UV protection, Typar MetroWrap easily withstands the 

pressures above four stories. High performance lives here.

Visit typar.com/metrowrap
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Bring Your Vision To Life.  
Partner with a CTS Audiovisual Professional.

Harman Center for the Arts, Washington, DC

Great spaces are created by outstanding architects. The most spectacular spaces in the 
world are designed by architects who involve Certi�ed Technology Specialists early in the 
design process. Audiovisual professionals with the CTS credential work with architects and 
acousticians to make sure each space functions as well as it looks. Disguised behind the 
scenes is one of the most �exible audiovisual systems in the world. 

To collaborate with a CTS or to learn more about this award-winning project,  
visit www.ctsforav.com.
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Indoor   |   Ambient   |   Intelligent

The Best LED Lighting

Illuminates & 
Enlightens

Beyond cost and sustainability benefi ts, better lighting can improve emotional well-being 
and productivity. Our exclusive RTLED lighting systems recognize all these opportunities. 
They are designed to meet your current and future needs. They consider the big picture and 
help you see it more clearly. They produce more light, save more energy and solve more 
problems. So when tomorrow’s changes become your new challenges you can rest assured 
Lithonia Lighting has already addressed and overcome them.

Visit www.lithonia.com/RTLED/architect for free white papers, case studies and spec sheets.

© 2010 Acuity Brands, Inc. All rights reserved.

• High quality 
volumetric lighting

• Embedded controls 
reduce overlighting

•  Plug-and-play 
connectivity with 
Cat5 cable

• 50,000-hour 
system life at L80 
depreciation

Lithonia Lighting is pioneering intelligent, 
controllable, adaptable LED lighting solutions.

“ We were immediately pleased with the color 
temperature and controllability of RTLED.”

- Associate Vice President Shelley Kaplan, 
Babson College 

“ RTLED delivered as promised and Lithonia 
Lighting confi dently supported the product.”

- Architect Jeffery Herr,
San Diego State University  
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 DETAIL  →

  Project:  Cowley St. Laurence Church of England 
Primary School and Children’s Centre
   Architect:  What_architecture
   Location:  Hillingdon, Greater London 

Lego Façade

→

 0 4"2"

Two coats of interior paint

2" ventilated cavity with aluminum battenWaterproof membrane

Lego bricks
Two layers 
of 1"-thick 
drywall

6" of rockwool insulation 
between 2x6 studs

0.9"-thick plywood

0.6"-thick fi ber-
cement board

Vapor control layer
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EDIIDNODON, CEH WHACHRNMOAC borough of Greater 
London, may be best known as the home of Heathrow 
Airport. But a stroke of design ingenuity on the part of 
London fi rm What_architecture has created a playful 
new landmark for the local community.

As part of its design for a structure connecting the 
Cowley Children’s Centre with the St. Laurence Primary 
School, this London-based, 12-person fi rm, which 
specializes in public design and community outreach, 
had the idea of using 1.2 million o� -the-shelf Lego blocks 
to clad one side of the building, and involved school 
children in the design and the construction. The Lego 
wall runs across the entire façade fronting the inner 
courtyard of the newly christened Cowley St. Laurence 
Church of England Primary School and Children’s Centre 
and has earned the project a Guinness World Record for 
the largest on-site interlocking Lego build.

“The use of Lego was empowering in the sense that 
it allowed maximum public participation and facilitated 
the design process—as a building material implicit 
to child’s play that is both fun and educational,” says 
What_architecture director Anthony Hoete. 

The 2,700-square-foot façade is a�  xed to 0.6-inch-
thick fi ber-cement board. Because the board expands 
and contracts at the same rate as the Lego bricks, this 
provides the wall with dimensional stability. As an 
added measure, the architects placed expansion joints 
along the Lego façade every 13 to 16 feet.

As it planned its design, What_architecture made 
a happy, useful discovery in the Lego catalog: bricks of 
various sizes with holes already in them. To ventilate 
the 2-inch cavity that separates the fi ber-cement board 

The Lego façade of What_architecture’s 
addition faces the courtyard of the Cowley 
St. Laurence Church of England Primary 
School and Children’s Centre, where it 
is visible to students, teachers, and 
visiting parents. The structure to the 
right is for administrators, while the 
one to the left is part of the children’s 
center. In between them, above the 
entrance gate, is a room for school staff.

→

→
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Fastener Detail

from the plywood at the heart of the wall, eight-stud 
versions of these bricks compose 32 cruciform shapes, 
4 inches square, spaced every 2 feet along the top of 
the façade. And two-stud versions were used to attach 
the Lego façade to the board: for every 11 square feet of 
bricks, approximately fi ve screws, threaded through the 
blocks with holes and hidden behind solid blocks, hold 
the Lego wall fast.

Of course, Lego bricks are not a code-compliant 
building material, so to address the issues of safety and 
longevity, What_architecture brought 3M Netherlands 
on board to custom-manufacture a clear, spray-applied 
coating for fi re, anti-fungal, and UV protection. The 
coating was applied to the exterior once the entire Lego 
façade was complete.

In all, the structure and its Lego façade took nearly 
two years to work their way through planning and 
building code regulations. Once the structure was 
complete, 38 volunteers and 420 students pieced the 
façade together in just under three months.

Ultimately, the concept of turning school children 
into designers and builders was a highly successful 
one. “It was a pretty bleak-looking school before we 
began,” recalls Hoete. “The idea that the learning 
environment can be fun defi nitely manifested itself 
with this project.” �
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Students designed icons for the Lego walls 
and helped with construction (below). The 
original plan was for the icons to be 
multicolored, but the number of available 
hues proved overwhelming, so a decision 
was made to go with black. (The red bricks 
throughout the façade delineate the layout 
grid.) As What_architecture director 
Anthony Hoete notes, “The school was very 
keen that this populist façade attempt be 
a little timeless ... and so it borrows the 
black and white from modern architecture’s 
palette.”

To fasten the Lego wall to the underlying 
fiber-cement board, standard Lego blocks 
with holes that can accommodate screws 
were used and then hidden behind another 
Lego piece (right).The covering pieces are 
all colored yellow, for easy location.
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Virtual 
Performance

SOFTWARE →

EDI SEOEISEICS DOCI HIIN quoted time and time 
again since they were fi rst released by the U.S. Energy 
Information Administration in 2005, but they still have 
the power to shock: In the U.S., buildings account for 40 
percent of total energy consumption and 72 percent of 
total electricity consumption. To bring these numbers 
down to a level compatible with a sustainable future, 
architects need to make their buildings perform better 
when it comes to energy e�  ciency.

A number of energy-modeling software packages 
on the market o� er various tools to forecast a building’s 
energy use and predict its performance. Running a 
schematic design through a rough simulation helps 
identify energy-saving strategies in building massing, 
façade components, and orientation. It can also help 
analyze overall lighting and cooling loads, a boon for 
clients trying to reduce energy costs.

Energy-modeling software runs the gamut, from 
quick-and-dirty applications to specialized, data-driven 
platforms that only an engineer can love, which makes 
fi nding the right combination of analysis tools for a given 
project tricky. Steve Sanderson, a founding partner of 
Case Design, a New York–based technology consultancy, 
and Buro Happold’s Matthew Herman helped ARCHITECT 
steer through the o� erings.

Free and Fast
EQUEST is an energy simulation tool available for free 
download (doe2.com/equest). It’s made available and 
supported as part of the Energy Design Resources 
program, which is funded by California utility customers. 
The PC-only program, upgraded to version 3.64 in August, 
is geared toward compliance modeling for ASHRAE 
Standard 90.1 (Appendix G), the code that corresponds to 
LEED certifi cation requirements. Although the software 
purports to be intuitive and has some tools for inputting 
and exporting designs, eQUEST is really focused on 
getting people to build the model in the program itself. 
“The fi rst thing that will turn an architect away is 
learning a new software,” Sanderson cautions.

The U.S. Department of Energy o� ers its EnergyPlus 
analysis and thermal-load simulation program (version 
5.0)—which models heating, cooling, lighting, and 
ventilation—as a free download for Windows, Mac, and 
Linux platforms (apps1.eere.energy.gov/buildings
/energyplus). The EnergyPlus OpenStudio plug-in for 
Google SketchUp makes it possible to edit a building’s 
geometry and launch simulations while in the drawing 
software. Additionally, the cloud-based EnergyPlus 
Example File Generator produces a rough analysis 
based on a few parameters, including building activity, 
location, and basic form.

Software maker and green consultancy Integrated 
Environmental Solutions (IES) o� ers VE-Ware (version 
6.1), a free energy- and carbon-usage software for PCs 
and Macs that works in conjunction with SketchUp and 
Autodesk’s Revit (iesve.com/Software/VE-Ware). The 
“VE” stands for “Virtual Environment,” and the program 
models performance and e�  ciency. Unlike eQUEST, 
however, for which the building model has to be within 

ENERGY-MODELING PROGRAMS COME IN MANY FLAVORS, FROM QUICK 
AND EASY TO INDUSTRIAL STRENGTH. WE SURVEY SOME OF THE OPTIONS.

 TEXT BY MIMI ZEIGER 

Simulating and analyzing 
the daylighting aspects 
of a building’s design 
are just two of Ecotect’s 
capabilities.
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→

the program, with VE-Ware, users can assign data such 
as building or room types and HVAC systems within 
SketchUp and then import the data, rather than the 
model, into VE-Ware. The full VE-Ware suite, IES VE-Pro 
(price depends on confi guration), combines VE-Ware’s 
ease of use with the level of quantitative analysis 
required for high-performance engineering.

Good Graphics
“Ecotect is accessible and gratifying to new users because 
it gives you so much graphical output,” Sanderson points 
out. The software, Ecotect Analysis 2011, by Autodesk, 
o� ers a whole suite of tools for sustainable building 
design. These include energy analysis and thermal loads, 
but also daylighting, solar radiation, and solar position in 
relationship to the building. Autodesk acquired Ecotect 
in 2008, and the company’s Green Building Studio works 
in conjunction with Ecotect to support server-based 
analysis. Designed for PC platforms, it is $2,995 for a 
stand-alone license.

Engineering-performance calculations would 
require more-specifi c sun data, but Ecotect’s modeling is 
e� ective for rough comparisons between di� erent design 
schemes. “It helps to visualize abstract phenomena,” 
Sanderson says, “and gives you an intuitive sense of 
how the sun tracks or how much direct sun a particular 
surface is receiving.”

Similarly, Graphisoft’s EcoDesigner for ArchiCAD 
provides users with an idea of their building’s energy 
performance early in the design process. Launched in 
April 2009, the software runs on PC and Mac platforms 
and costs $645 ($275 for ArchiCAD subscribers). Architects 
can enter the structure’s location, function, orientation, 
openings, and HVAC and M/E/P systems and get charted 
estimates in return. “Because the graphics are great 
for clients, these programs cater toward architects and 
designers,” Sanderson notes. “You can take the output 
and show it directly to a layperson.”

Supporting Multiple Systems
“Energy is just one of several factors we look at,” says 
Buro Happold’s Herman, o� ering a perspective into how 
engineers approach environmental modeling. “We think 
of energy as part of a much larger picture that includes 
thermal comfort, carbon dioxide emissions, and cost.”

Software such as Bentley System’s Hevacomp and 
Trane’s Trace 700 is geared to the kind of specifi city 
needed by engineers and consultants. Hevacomp runs 
on Windows 2000 and XP operating systems and o� ers 
integrated mechanical and electrical engineering 
packages; the full suite runs in the $5,000 range. 
Hevacomp’s energy analysis and performance tools Ecotect, from Autodesk, can 

also model a building’s 
effects on the surrounding 
environment.
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Concealed power.
DORMA BTS80.

DORMA Architectural Hardware · 800-523-8483 · www.dorma-usa.com

DORMA By Choice™

Experience the difference—
Premium products, superior customer service, exceptional brand.

DORMA designed the BTS80
Series to offer adaptability for
almost any floor-concealed
application. Trouble-free
performance under even adverse
climate and traffic conditions
make the BTS80 the perfect
choice for total control without
compromising creativity. 
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www.dowpmr.com 

Sustainabil ity  
saves money.

A long-lasting protected membrane roof (PMR)

assembly saves building owners money over the

long haul, reducing total roof-life costs up to 22%.* 

It features STYROFOAM™ Brand Extruded

Polystyrene Foam Insulation – which helps lower 

utility bills. Its durability helps extend the roof’s service 

life up to 40 years, delaying the need for costly

replacements. And with a sustainable PMR assembly,

the building’s carbon footprint is reduced, 

saving everyone much more than money.

DELAY LANDFILL CONTRIBUTION FROM TEAR-OFF  .  REDUCE WASTE WITH RECYCLED MATERIALS 

REUSE MATERIALS AFTER MAINTENANCE OR MAJOR CONSTRUCTION

®™Trademark of The Dow Chemical Company (“Dow”) or an affiliated company of Dow
*For information on an extensive third-party cost analysis of PMR vs. other assemblies, 
visit wwwdowpmr.com.Element No. 1-4JI2SK
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are designed to support ISO, IEE, CIBSE, and ASHRAE 
standards, as well as LEED compliance in the U.S. Trane’s 
explorations into building analysis date back to 1974, and 
the company’s Trace 700 program can model complex, 
nuanced mechanical systems, accounting for sustainable 
design features such as under-fl oor air distribution, 
passive chilled beams, or thermal energy storage. A single 
license for Trace 700 begins at $1,995.

Unlike the graphic-friendly programs described 
earlier, both Hevacomp and Trace 700 produce data-driven 
outputs in the form of spreadsheets and quantitative logs. 
Interpreting the information requires engineering skill 
and experience. “[These programs] are about the quality of 
the data, not rainbow diagrams,” Sanderson says. �

UNLIKE GRAPHIC-FRIENDLY PROGRAMS SUCH AS ECOTECT AND 
ECODESIGNER, HEVACOMP AND TRACE 700 PRODUCE DATA-DRIVEN 
OUTPUTS: SPREADSHEETS AND QUANTITATIVE LOGS. 

Want to know how the 
mechanical and electrical 
systems in your building 
could affect temperature 
distribution throughout 
a space? Bentley Systems’ 
Hevacomp can tell you that.
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Express your vision from the fl oor up!

The BEST Selection of hardwood fl ooring. Our Commercial Wholesale Team 
is ready to help you, your contractors and your customers with any project. 

COMMERCIAL SALES We can provide low prices, 
product-specifi c expertise, spec sheets, samples & more. 

Call 800-274-2360 or email: llwholesale@lumberliquidators.com.
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OUR CORE VALUES
MATCH YOURS.

A beautiful building. Strikingly modern. Impressively ef� cient. 
Values important to every architect. Values expressed through 
the use of Metl-Span Insulated Metal Panels. Metl-Span IMPs 
feature a urethane foam core with high R-values encapsulated by 
attractively � nished, low-maintenance metal skins. The result is 
a versatile system that matches your desire for originality as well 
as your awareness of responsibility. To specify your own solution, 
call 877.585.9969 or visit metlspan.com/corevalues now.

P I O N E E R I N G  I N S U L A T E D  M E T A L  P A N E L  T E C H N O L O G Y
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COMMERCIAL / CULTURAL / EDUCATIONAL / GOVERNMENTAL / MULTIFAMILY HOUSING / HEALTH-RELATED / SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSE / INDUSTRIAL / RECREATIONAL / RELIGIOUS / URBAN DESIGN

58TH ANNUAL P/A AWARDS
Judging will take place in November 2010. Winners will be notifi ed in December 
2010, published in the February 2011 issue of ITORNCHOC, and honored at a ceremony 
in New York that same month.

ELIGIBILITY 
Architects and other design professionals practicing in the United States, Canada, 
or Mexico may enter one or more submissions. All entries must have been 
commissioned by paying clients for execution. Proposals may be for any location, 
but work must have been directed—and substantially executed—in offi  ces in any 
one of those three countries. Projects may not have been featured in other national 
design publications. All entries must have been commissioned for compensation by 
clients with the contractual intention and the authority to carry out the submitted 
proposal. Projects must have a completion date after January 1, 2011.

THE P/A AWARDS RECOGNIZE UNBUILT 
PROJECTS THAT DEMONSTRATE OVERALL 
DESIGN EXCELLENCE AND INNOVATION.

CALL FOR ENTRIES

FOR MORE INFORMATION
e-mail: paawards@architectmagazine.com

REGISTER → paawards.com

FEES 
First Entry: $195
Subsequent Entry: $150
Late Fee: $50

DEADLINES
Regular: October 22, 2010 
(registration and postmark deadline)
Late: October 27, 2010 (registration 
and postmark deadline, additional 
$50 fee per entry)
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 ECO  →

 COMMUNITY PLANNING CAN ATTACK OBESITY AND LIBERATE CHILDREN. 

 TEXT BY LANCE HOSEY 
 ILLUSTRATION BY PETER ARKLE 

 Free-Range City 

ED IAO, THC HHETC HOASC’S Childhood 
Obesity Task Force released a plan to eliminate 
U.S. childhood obesity within a generation. 
According to Michelle Obama’s organization, 
Let’s Move, only a third of high schoolers 
get su�  cient exercise, and the average 8- to 
18-year-old spends nearly eight hours a day 
with TVs and electronic devices. The number of 
overweight adolescents has tripled since 1980, 
partly due to the environments architects and 
planners have created, since sprawl discourages 
exercise and increases the risk of obesity. 
Yet the plan says little about urban design. 
Combating children’s health risks requires 
another kind of community: the free-range city.

In her 2009 book, Free-Range Kids, 
syndicated columnist Lenore Skenazy writes 
that virtually every minute of a child’s time is 
scheduled in advance, and a big reason is fear. 
“Parents are afraid to send their kids outside, 
even to play in the yard,” she tells me. “But kids 
don’t need a security detail every time they 
leave the house.” Skenazy points out that crime 
in the U.S. has dropped by half since it peaked 
in 1992—a time when, not coincidentally, the 
term “play date” was surging in popularity. 
Today, the crime rate is about what it was in 
1970, when I was a toddler, playing outside all 
day without supervision. (I survived.) 

Of course, once you let kids loose, the 
community needs to sustain their interest. 
An excellent model for how planning can 
liberate children is the Active Design Guidelines, 
produced by the City of New York (where 
43 percent of children are overweight). The 
guide outlines the “Five Ds” of an “active 
city”: Density (concentration of jobs, people), 
Diversity (variety of land uses), Design (safe, 
vibrant, accessible streetscapes), Destination 
Accessibility (ease of travel), and Distance to 
Transit (railway and bus-stop locations). 

Providing more, and better, play areas can 
boost activity and, studies show, lower obesity 
among youth. Recently, Washington, D.C., 
began an overhaul of its recreational facilities, 
spending tens of millions on school yards, 
playgrounds, and athletic fi elds. Improving 
the quality of public space is especially 
important in lower-income neighborhoods, 
where both obesity and access to play areas 
tend to be worse. Additionally, smart zoning 
can locate produce stores and farmers’ markets 
strategically to encourage street activity and 
make better foods more readily available. 

All of these factors can increase childhood 
activity and enhance quality of life for people 
of every age. But they won’t work unless 
parents loosen their apron strings. �

technology

d Line™, provides  elegant design with a minimalist 

approach. A variety of fasteners combined with 

the highest quality 316 stainless steel will add 

complementary highlights to your next project.

www.hdirailings.com  P: 717-285-4088
email: info@hdirailings.com  F: 717-285-5083

Elegant Simplicity.

CIRCUM™ inox™ d line™ Ferric™
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YOU WOULDN’T DESIGN A BUILDING
WITHOUT A ROOF.

There are key elements no architect would design a building without. And now there’s one more—FOAMULAR® XPS. 

With FOAMULAR® XPS, your buildings can satisfy ASHRAE 90.1* standards and achieve the LEED® qualifi cations you 

strive for. Exceptional performance characteristics make it an excellent choice for a multitude of applications, from 

foundation and below-grade systems to continuous wall applications and vegetative roofs. And unlike competing types 

of rigid insulation,** FOAMULAR® XPS maintains 90 percent of its R-value for 20 years.† Plus, it has an outstanding green 

story, being the only XPS that is GREENGUARD Indoor Air Quality Certifi ed® and certifi ed under GREENGUARD 

Children and Schools,SM the only XPS with a third-party, independently certifi ed minimum 20% recycled content, and our 

new FOAMULAR® Blowing Agent Formula has 70% less Global Warming Potential (GWP) than our previous formula.

*ASHRAE 90.1; American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers, 1791 Tullie Circle, N.E., Atlanta, GA 30329. **Competing types of rigid insulation include Expanded 
Polystyrene and Polyisocyanurate. †See actual warranty for details. LEED is a registered trademark of the U.S. Green Building Council. The GREENGUARD INDOOR AIR QUALITY CERTIFIED 
Mark is a registered certifi cation mark used under license through the GREENGUARD Environmental Institute. Scientifi c Certifi cation Systems (SCS) provides independent verifi cation of recycled 
content in building materials and verifi es recycled content claims made by manufacturers. For more information, visit www.scscertifi ed.com. THE PINK PANTHER™ & © 1964–2010 Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer Studios Inc. All Rights Reserved. The color PINK is a registered trademark of Owens Corning. ©2010 Owens Corning.

To learn more about how FOAMULAR®  XPS can make your buildings 
more effi cient, go to owenscorningfoam.com or call 1-800-GET-PINK.®

DON’T DESIGN A BUILDING
WITHOUT FOAMULAR® INSULATION.
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Greenbuild
Preview

PRODUCTS →

TEXT BY LAURIE GRANT

  USAI  has introduced  NanoLumen , a recessed lighting 
fixture that marries optics and performance with a small 
aperture. Designed around a T4 ceramic metal halide 
lamp, the 2 1/2" aperture sits flush with ceiling planes 
to allow for precise, flexible point-source lighting. 
The light achieves 60% efficiency. The assembly rotates 
for easy relamping without separating components. • 
 usaillumination.com  • Circle 100 



YOUR IDEA.
YOUR NEEDS.
YOUR FLOORING.

Introducing noraplan® degree.

You wanted flooring with more colors and depth. 
So you designed it.

You wanted flooring that could work in many 
environments. So you collaborated with us to create it.

Now, you’ve got it all — noraplan® degree.

Your idea brought to life. Order your sample today.

800-332-NORA
www.nora.com/us/bb17

FREE Design Tool
Scan this code on 
your BlackBerry®

Follow us on Twitter
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British Columbia, Canada is a world leader in sustainable forest management. 
Today’s quality wood and paper products won’t come at the expense of tomorrow’s forests.

Visit www.naturallywood.com/a to discover green building tools and source certified wood products. 

British Columbia wood. Sustainable by nature. Innovative by design.
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technology  Edgetech I.G. ’s  Super Spacer TriSeal  is a desiccated silicone foam spacer that can be used to 
enhance the performance of insulating glass units. TriSeal is engineered with a triple seal made 
from desiccated silicone foam, acrylic adhesive, and a multilayer vapor barrier for condensation 
resistance. Its construction allows for the natural expansion and contraction of insulating glass. 
The triple seal can reduce energy consumption by up to 15% within curtain-wall glazing systems. • 
 edgetech360.com  • Circle 101 

  CertainTeed Corp.  has introduced  AirRenew  gypsum board, 
which reduces VOCs circulating indoors by capturing 
them and converting them into inert compounds that 
remain within the board. It also features M2Tech 
technology, which is engineered to provide enhanced 
protection against mold and mildew. The board is 
designed for fire resistance and contains recycled 
content. •  airrenew.com  • Circle 102 

Tools. Resources. Inspiration.

ppgideascapes.com
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 The  Discera 4 LED  from  Selux  delivers 3,464 lumens using 30 
high-flux LEDs with precisely engineered lens optics. The 
LEDs produce low glare with very low backlight and the fixture 
is International Dark-Sky Association–approved. Suitable 
for street lighting, parking areas, pedestrian walkways, and 
egress applications, it has a die-cast housing, sealed optic 
chamber, and a polyester powdercoat finish. •  selux.com  • 
Circle 104 

  Haworth ’s new task chair,  Very Task , boasts a clean, 
crisp design. Material choice includes seven mesh 
colors, two trim colors, and a painted, polished, 
or plastic base. The chair features asymmetrical 
lumbar support with supporting mesh and arms that 
can adjust in height and width, as well as move 
forward, backward, and pivot. The chair is BIFMA-
level certified. At the end of its life, Haworth will 
recycle the chair through its Very take-back program. 
•  haworth.com  • Circle 103 

Tools. Resources. Inspiration.

ppgideascapes.com
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®

QUALITY...INTEGRITY...
SERVICE...SINCE 1926

... nothing beats W. R. MEADOWS.

For more than 60 years, W. R. MEADOWS has been working with architects, engineers and design 

firms to create sustainable, environmentally-friendly and energy efficient structures.  Our line of building

envelope products protects against all types of moisture – air, vapor and water – and utilizes advanced,

environmentally-friendly technology.  This unique combination of protection and technology is helping

design teams earn LEED credits in indoor environmental air quality, as well as materials and resources.

W. R. MEADOWS plays an integral role in helping design teams block moisture ingress while creating

energy efficient buildings.  In addition to detailed product and LEED credit information, we also provide

CAD details and drawings to simplify your “green building” job.

Visit www.wrmeadows.com or call 1-800-342-5976 for more information.

© W. R. MEADOWS, INC. 2010

For Energy Efficiency And Green Building...

AIR-SHIELDTM LMP
Liquid Membrane
Vapor Permeable

Air Barrier

MEL-ROL® LM
Waterproofing

Membrane

PERMINATOR®

Underslab Vapor
Barrier

WR_MeadowsEfficiency:Layout 1  1/27/10  6:08 PM  Page 1
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  Double Cyclone toilets  from  Toto  use 1.28 gallons per flush 
while incorporating bowl-cleansing action: When the toilet 
is flushed, the primary nozzle fires a high-speed stream of 
water that scours the rim and starts the cyclone action. A 
second water nozzle then fires a high-speed stream; while a 
siphon jet harnesses the power of the water for waste removal. 
Toilets with this technology include Supreme II, Carolina II, 
Carlyle II, and Vespin II. •  totousa.com  • Circle 105 

 The multicolored surfaces of  Richlite Co. ’s  Cascade Range  
blend natural and design elements to create a surface with 
a solid-color top and two- or three-tone edges. Six color 
schemes are available: Rainier, Shasta, Adams, Hood, Little 
Tahoma, and Baker. Standard surface thickness is 3/4", 1", and 
1 1/4", with custom thicknesses up to 3". The material is both 
FSC and Greenguard certified. •  richlite.com  • Circle 107 

  M•Power sensor-operated faucets  from  Moen  
feature a motion sensor that starts and 
stops the flow of water to reduce daily 
water usage and limit hot-water consumption. 
Additional features include a 30-second 
auto-off feature to prevent possible 
overflow in the event the sensor eye is 
obstructed, 1/2-gallon-per-minute low-flow 
aerators, a high-arc gooseneck deck mount, 
and all-metal chrome-plated construction. • 
 moencommercial.com  • Circle 106 

Tools. Resources. Inspiration.

ppgideascapes.com
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 As part of  YKK AP ’s EnerGfacade line, the  ThermaShade sunshade 
system  features a thermal barrier to reduce a building’s overall 
energy consumption. The system can be applied across the entire 
building façade to maintain a consistent and aesthetically 
pleasing appearance. Pre-engineered solutions are available 
in more than 100 configurations, including standard outrigger 
designs, eight standard lower options, and five standard fascia 
options. •  ykkap.com  • Circle 109 

  Philips Hadco ’s  B4 LED Bullyte  
features a 50,000-hour life at 
70% lumen maintenance and has an 
integral driver, eliminating the 
need for a ballast box. Narrow, 
medium, and wide (10-, 30-, 
and 50-degree) applications are 
available, as are cool-white and 
warm-white color temperatures. 
The mercury-free product is a 
suitable solution for uplighting, 
sign lighting, task lighting, moon 
lighting, or spot lighting. • 
 hadco.com  • Circle 108 

technology

 The  Modlet  from  ThinkEco  is a smart outlet that reduces energy 
waste by monitoring real-time equipment power consumption and 
creating an automated savings program. Plug the modlet into 
an existing wall outlet and then plug appliances into it. The 
wireless software automatically creates an energy-savings plan, 
turning off appliances when not in use. Users can see real-time 
energy use data from connected equipment and learn about plug-
load management. •  thinkecoinc.com  • Circle 110 



© 2010 Simpson Strong-Tie Company Inc.  SF10-A

E X PA N D  your frame 
of reference.

Simpson Strong-Tie has nearly doubled its offering of Strong Frame™ ordinary 
moment frames. By adding a new 16' tall column and 14', 18' and 20' wide beams, 
you not only have 368 frame confi gurations to choose from, but more design fl exibility 
for larger openings, wider interior clear spans and retrofi t solutions. And because our 
frames are pre-engineered, you spend minutes choosing a frame rather than hours 
designing one. Contractors also appreciate our weld-free, 100% bolted installation.

Expand your options even further with a Custom Strong Frame™ 
made to order. And download our new Strong Frame Selector 
software and catalog. For more information visit 
www.strongtie.com/strongframe or call (800) 999-5099.

Code Listed    (IAPMO ES ER-164)

SSTM-SF10-A_9x10_7-8.indd   1 6/4/2010   3:57:40 PM
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…There’s Sump-Thing New at Hunter…  
The Hinged Target® Sump – 8'x8' Hinged Drain Sump

PATENT PENDING

• Reduces Field Labor

• Completely Eliminates Waste

• Custom Sizes Available for Optimum Drainage

• Available with black or CG facers.

After the hottest summer on record, this thing is seriously cool.

 N E W  Y O R K     I L L I N O I S     F L O R I D A     T E X A S     U T A H     P E N N S Y L V A N I A

 888.746.1114
www.hunterpanels.com

TARGET
 HINGED

SUMP

®
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CULTURE

 BOOK →
  The concept of the house 
has deep cultural, 
psychological, and 
emotional roots, making 
it a fertile source of 
artistic inspiration. 
Published in conjunction 
with a  Barbican Art Gallery  
exhibit of the same name, 
 The Surreal House , edited 
by curator Jane Alison, 
brings together the 
work of first-generation 
 Surrealists  and their 
associates—including  Claude 
Cahun , who questioned 
sexual identity and gender 
roles in Je tends les 
bras (left) and other 
artworks—as well as more-
contemporary allies such 
as  John Hejduk ,  Gordon 
Matta-Clark , and  Rem 
Koolhaas . At a time when 
the rational-minded talked 
seriously about the house 
as a “machine for living,” 
others viewed it as the 
stuff dreams are made of. 
$70; Yale University Press 
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KEEP GROWING

Your LEED Professional Credential 

As a LEED Green Associate 

or AP with Specialty, you can 

transform your practice and 

your career.

GBCI.org
Circle no. 191 or http://architect.hotims.com



 EXHIBIT →
  To celebrate the 50th anniversary 

of  Brazil ’s built-from-scratch 
capital,  Brasilia , New York’s 

 1500 Gallery , which specializes 
in Brazilian photography, has 

mounted a small exhibit of vintage 
photographs curated by Murillo 
Meirelles.  Brasilia  includes 
Gervasio Batista’s photo of 

construction workers (right) and 
other images showing the planning 
and building of the city. Devotees 

of Oscar Niemeyer—who was the 
principal architect for the 

project—won’t be disappointed: 
there are photos of his National 
Congress and presidential palace. 
Through Nov. 27. •  1500gallery.com  

 BOOK →
  Don’t be fooled by the 
textbooklike cover of 
 The New Mathematics of 
Architecture . Authors 
 Jane Burry  and  Mark Burry , 
researchers and educators 
at the Royal Melbourne 
Institute of Technology’s 
 Spatial Information 
Architecture Laboratory , take 
a systematic approach to the 
topic—covering packing and 
tiling,  datascapes ,  topology , 
and other mathematical 
concepts—but this image-rich, 
beautifully designed tome 
offers plenty of compelling, 
on-the-ground design to 
balance out the heady world 
of  numbers  and  geometry . It’s 
not often that architects and 
designers share the page with 
such mathematical heavyweights 
as  Euclid , Gauss,  Mandelbrot , 
 Descartes , and Voronoi. $55; 
Thames & Hudson 
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 EXHIBIT →
   Paolo Soleri  may be best-
known for his ongoing 
Arcosanti project, but the 
architect first gained 
widespread attention in 
1949 for a  bridge  design 
displayed at the Museum of 
Modern Art. He’s conceived 
many spans since then, but 
not one has been built. That 
changes in December, when a 
 Scottsdale , Ariz., structure 
for pedestrians opens. 
 Bridges: Spanning the Ideas 
of Paolo Soleri —organized by 
 Scottsdale Public Art , which 
commissioned the footbridge, 
and the  Scottsdale Museum 
of Contemporary Art  —offers 
a unique look at the 
architect, surveying six 
decades’ worth of Soleri’s 
visions for the structures 
that connect people and 
communities. Through 
Jan. 23. •  smoca.org  
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Vicwest MCM decorative walls… welcome to the great indoors

Interior solutions built to your specs, ready to install
Whether for a lobby, conference room or simply a tastefully appointed interior space, consider Vicwest MCM panels. Available in a wide range
of colors and finishes such as marble, granite and wood grain, they are the elegant solution when you need an upscale accent for your interior
design challenges. Expand your design possibilities and talk to your Vicwest representative today… welcome to the great indoors.

www.vicwest.com
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 INSTALLATION →
  The designer who became known for confrontational performance art back in the 1970s is still 
pushing limits—but now it’s the limits of his materials. In the lobby of the  Bronx Museum 
of the Arts ,  Vito Acconci  and colleagues have created a large sculptural  installation  called 
 Lobby-For-The-Time-Being . Their medium was DuPont’s  Corian  solid surface, which the Acconci 
Studio cut into ribbons, stretched, twisted, wrapped around columns, and filigreed. As 
visitors pass through, sensors trigger projections that start a play of light and shadow. 
Through Jan. 2. •  bronxmuseum.org  
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 EXHIBIT →
   Engineers  may traffic in 
science and numbers, but 
the best ones also bring an 
aesthetic eye to their work, 
as  The Art of Structure , now 
on display at Pittsburgh’s 
 Carnegie Museum of Art , 
demonstrates. The exhibit 
comprises two shows: “ The 
Art of Structural Design: A 
Swiss Legacy ,” which focuses 
on the projects of four 20th 
century Swiss engineers, 
including Christian Menn’s 
 Sunniberg Bridge  (left); and 
“ Félix Candela : Engineer, 
Builder, Structural Artist,” 
which posits that the Spanish 
architect’s distinctive, 
thin-shell concrete designs 
are more than just elegant 
engineering. Through Jan. 17. 
•  cmoa.org  

EDIETORNC HRIA LIM DCHL: EIURLCNG LXC EINUNLR HIUNBULRIN; EIURLCNG EXRRNLRUN ACNN; 
EIURLCNG UBUA PUTUBIONTR UNB BRUBDCG RILXCNBCRG
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 BOOK →
  Photographer  Lee Friedlander ’s  America by Car  is an artist’s version 
of typical road-trip mementos: images from the highway. Instead of 
sticking the camera out from his rental car to capture a view, however, 
Friedlander uses the windshield, door windows, and rear-view mirrors to 
frame  roadside   Americana  and urban environments, including Las Vegas 
(below). Taken over the past decade, Friedlander’s images reflect the 
artist’s ongoing exploration of the tension between photography as “art” 
and as snapshots. $49.95; D.A.P./Fraenkel 

 BOOK →
  Artists and designers have explored the creative possibilities of  programming  
since the 30-ton ENIAC was state of the art, but the last 20 years have seen 
an explosion in code-based forms as PCs have become cheaper and more powerful. 
 Casey Reas  and  Chandler McWilliams  survey  digital media ’s past and current 
practices in  Form+Code in Design, Art, and Architecture . With more than 250 
examples from a range of creative disciplines, it’s a wallet-friendly, slickly 
designed primer on the topic. $24.95; Princeton Architectural Press 

 EXHIBIT →
  Typography didn’t end with 
Helvetica: Much has changed 
since 1957, especially the 
tools available to graphic 

designers.  Types We Can Make: 
A Selection of Contemporary 
Swiss Type Design , now at 

the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology Museum’s 

Compton Gallery, showcases 
Swiss typography today and 

examines how it has changed. 
Young designers—all of whom 
graduated from Switzerland’s 
University of Art and Design 
Lausanne—show off new fonts, 

while the influence of 
open-source design and new 

technology is explored through 
posters, magazines, corporate 
identities, and interactive 
projects. Through Feb. 25. • 

 mit.edu/museum  
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 The best roof money can buy. TM

TCS II®

 
Terne-Coated Stainless

Follansbee – for those who demand the very best.
Call or visit Follansbee online today to learn more.

800.624.6906  follansbeeroofing.com

They used to say, “There’s nothing new under the sun.” But that was before Yale University installed solar panels on a Follansbee TCS Satin® roof. 
Talk about sustainable. Which, in fact, is what they do at Kroon Hall - the Yale School of Forestry and Environmental Studies in New Haven.

TCS Satin sustains corrosive environments without reacting, shrugs off heat, and stands strong against winter. 
It even conserves the rain that falls upon it for irrigation, to help keep some of the ivy in the Ivy League just a bit greener.

Earn 1-hour AIA learning credit online today. Visit follansbeeroofing.com 
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 CRIT  →

  Meeting Place
AT VENICE’S ARCHITECTURE BIENNALE, EXHIBITS STRIVE TO CONVEY 
THE INTANGIBLE: AIR, LIGHT, AND THE SENSATION OF MOVING 
THROUGH SPACE. SOCIAL CONSCIOUSNESS IS HARDER TO FIND—
BUT IT’S THERE IF YOU KNOW WHERE TO LOOK. 

EDI EF OHI FICHO DIHALASH one encounters at the 
Venice Biennale’s 12th architecture exhibition, directed 
by Kazuyo Sejima, is a short 3D fi lm of the Rolex Learning 
Center in Lausanne, Switzerland, completed by Sejima’s 
Tokyo-based fi rm SANAA earlier this year. Directed by 
Wim Wenders, If Buildings Could Talk pans lovingly 
through the sprawling complex, with sensuous forms 
that pop into space. Viewers are swept smoothly through 
bright rooms, pausing momentarily on pensive readers (a 
reminder of the dreamy library scenes in Wenders’ Wings 
of Desire). No matter how gimmicky or gratuitous 3D 
technology seems (in cinema, it always smells like a last-
ditch e� ort to heap interest on a weak storyline), applied 
to architecture, it makes total sense. Finally—a solution 
to architecture’s perennial representation problem!

Architecture on display is always problematic 
because it is always a degree (or several) removed from 
the real thing. But what does “the real thing” mean 

anymore? It depends on who you ask. For the vast 
number of nonarchitects, the answer is clear (physical 
buildings), but for professional insiders, the rendering 
of an idea—whether in words, drawings, or some 
other media—has become a wholly acceptable proxy. 
The debate about architecture’s dependence on, or 
inextricability from, its representation has only gotten 
more complex as architects’ representational tools have 
grown more diverse and sophisticated, and as new media 
have enabled architects to blast their work, real and 
unreal, into the far reaches of the digital universe.

We look to the Venice Architecture Biennale—the 
ultimate international architecture showcase—as much 
to learn about the leading edge of practice and thinking 
as to see the latest innovations in how they are portrayed 
or communicated. The sheer quantity of objects and 

 Cathy Lang Ho is a 
writer and editor based 
in New York and a past 
recipient of the Rome 
Prize in Design. She has 
contributed to many design 
publications.  →

 TEXT BY CATHY LANG HO

 

“Your Split Second House,” 
by Olafur Eliasson
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continuous hinge

delayed egress

pathway lighting

We can specify almost any opening.

AdAms Rite | BARon | CeCo dooR | CoRBin Russwin | CuRRies | GRAhAm 
hes | mAimAn | mARkAR | mckinney | medeCo eCylindeRs | noRton | Pemko 
Rixson | RoCkwood | sARGent | seCuRitRon | yAle

All design professionals face challenges. Our specialized team of architectural and specification 
consultants can help you meet Division 8 and Division 28 specifications without compromising 
the integrity of your design. From product research and selection to schedule preparation and 
providing you with valuable training and educational opportunities, our team is there every 
step of the way. So relax. Let our team take care of it. 

For more information, call ASSA ABLOY Door Security Solutions, 877.303.7629  
or visit www.assaabloydss.com. 

Copyright © 2010 AssA ABloy, inc. All rights reserved.
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installations in the Biennale—this year, 48 participants 
were invited by Sejima to exhibit in the Arsenale and the 
International (formerly Italian) Pavilion, and were joined 
by 52 national contributions and 20 collateral events 
scattered through Venice—means that visitors can expect 
to encounter the full gamut of ideas and presentation 
tactics, from low-tech to high-tech, abstract to pedantic, 
minimalist to over-the-top, messy to precious, you name 
it. Model-making is taken to new heights. Videos have 
the slick broadcast quality one might see in a BMW 
commercial or arthouse fl ick. Some installations attempt 
to eschew materials altogether, while others are so 
physically intricate that they must be admired purely for 
the amount of manual labor they represent.

On the whole, this Biennale ranks as one of the 
artier and more conceptual in recent memory. Sejima’s 
vague, open-ended theme, “People Meet in Architecture,” 
combined with her directorial approach—to allot 
participants generous spaces and command them to 
self-curate—clearly liberated a good many of them to 
give in to their fantasies and artistic urges. Madrid-
based fi rm Antón García-Abril & Ensamble Studio set 
gargantuan concrete I-beams in improbable repose—a 
super-scaled complement to displays of the fi rm’s real 
buildings, including models of houses that embody 
extreme balancing acts, either of cantilevering forms 
or of elements such as light and air. German climate-

engineering consultancy Transsolar teamed with Tokyo-
based architect Tetsuo Kondo (a former SANAA employee) 
to transform a 2,600-square-foot room into “Cloudscapes,” 
a dreamscape with a fl oating, spiraling ramp that ushers 
visitors through an artifi cial (and surprisingly warm!) 
cloud. It’s not the best designer cloud (Diller + Scofi dio’s 
Blur Building for the 2002 Swiss expo at Lake Neuchâtel 
would get that honor), but the idea of engineering an 
atmosphere and giving visual presence to a science that’s 
invisible, yet so integral to architecture, is forceful.

Air is crucial to another installation, by another 
Japanese architect and SANAA disciple: Junya Ishigami. 
“Architecture as Air: Study for Château la Coste” is a 
near-invisible installation composed of superfi ne carbon 
fi bers and fi laments arranged to outline a structure, 
which oddly has real dimensions (about 46 by 13 by 13 
feet) as well as references to real building elements, such 
as columns and beams. Though there’s an undeniable 
emperor-has-no-clothes bent to the work, it impressed 
the Biennale jury enough to win the Golden Lion for best 
project. The jury commended it for pushing “the limits of 
materiality, visibility, tectonics, thinness, and ultimately 
of architecture itself.” The setup is so delicate that the 
whole thing was knocked down the second day of the 
press opening, purportedly by a stray cat. I don’t know if 

→

→
“Cloudscapes,” by 
Transsolar and Tetsuo Kondo 
Architects
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marble-institute.com | twitter.com/marbleinstitute | facebook.com/marbleinstitute

Chris Ogden | www.QuarryShots.com

Man’s greatest architectural achievements have been forged from natural stone. It is neither bonded together by 
petroleum based resins nor created in a factory. Natural stone flooring and countertops are durable, nearly 100% 
recyclable, do not emit VOCs into your home and for everyday use can be cleaned with environmentally friendly 

cleaners. Natural stone is nature’s original sustainable building material.

In partnering with the Center for Clean Products at The University of Tennessee to evaluate and 
ultimately improve the environmental performance of the industry, we have demonstrated our 
sincere commitment to reducing the environmental impact of the use of stone on our planet.

For research results, industry best practices, a life-cycle inventory and more, please visit:
www.genuinestone.com/stone_environment.php

The Flat Ledge Quarry in Massachusetts produced Cape Ann granite from the mid 1850s to 1930. Cape Ann granite was prized for its firm texture, high crushing test and freedom 
from pyrites and other impurities, making it most desirable for paving blocks, building and monumental purposes. The quarry was filled with water soon after operations ceased 
and is currently under the stewardship of the state’s Department of Environmental Management as part of Halibut Point State Park. Today the reservoir is one of Rockport’s two 
main water supplies, holding 85 million gallons. The park is a hot bed for rock climbing and hiking. Public can explore and enjoy the park’s trails and tide pools, picnic on its 

rocky ledges, enjoy its sweeping views, cross country ski, fish and learn about Cape Ann’s historic granite industry.

Visit us in booth B-1881
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the architects intended constant vigilance and maintenance 
to be part of the installation, but inadvertently, it alludes to 
the impermanence of building and our ceaseless striving to 
build the impossible.

A more deliberate exercise in ephemerality was Olafur 
Eliasson’s “Your Split Second House.” In a long, darkened 
hall, strobe lights capture, for alternating split seconds, 
the fanciful swirls of water released by free-hanging 
whiplashing hoses. The constant sound and smell of water 
splashing on the stone-block fl oor o� set the blinkering 
image of water spirals, creating a mesmerizing, multisensory 

spectacle. The Berlin-based, Danish-Icelandic artist oversees 
a 35-person studio that includes architects, artisans, and 
an assortment of technicians, resembling very much the 
operation of a design fi rm.

Equally enchanting is the sound installation of Berlin-
based Canadian artist Janet Cardi� , “The Forty Part Motet” (a 
reworking of “Spem in Alium” by Thomas Tallis, 1573), which 
is a reinstallation of a piece from 2001. Forty separately 
recorded voices are played on 40 speakers, arranged in the 
shape of an oval around a few benches. Listeners can move 
around the speakers to hear individual voices up close or 
sit surrounded by speakers and hear overlapping waves of 
singing coming from di� erent directions. It’s a fantastic 
demonstration of the possibility to build a space aurally. 
Separately, these pieces all get at a similar point: that so 
much of what shapes architecture—gravity, light, climate, 
and sound—is intangible.

Works by artists, architects, and engineers intermingle 
comfortably. There’s noticeably less of the awkward 
self-consciousness that has plagued architect-made art 
in the past, no doubt in part because cross-disciplinary 
collaborations have become practically de rigueur, and the 
creative fi elds seem to absorb each other’s discoveries more 
quickly. The Belgian Pavilion exemplifi es the capacity for 
an architectural exploration to rival the best contemporary 
art. In “Usus/Usures,” Brussels fi rm Rotor has collected 
worn, discarded remnants of common building materials, 
such as scratched vinyl upholstery, tatty linoleum tiles, 
stained wooden panels, and a chipped, peeling section of 
a metal staircase. Salvaged and hung in a gallery setting, 
they assume an a� ecting beauty, evoking not so much 
the cheekiness of Marcel Duchamp’s decontextualized 
readymades but the raw power of Donald Judd’s sculptures. 

Several of the national pavilions also opted for singular, 
room-fi lling objects, the better to induce a contemplative 
atmosphere. Romania o� ered a room within a room—an 
enormous, softly skewed white clapboard box with an oculus 
and one peephole on each side. Called “1:1,” the object just 

THERE’S NOTICEABLY LESS OF THE AWKWARD 
SELF-CONSCIOUSNESS THAT HAS PLAGUED 
ARCHITECT-MADE ART IN THE PAST, IN 
PART BECAUSE CROSS-DISCIPLINARY 
COLLABORATIONS HAVE BECOME DE RIGUEUR.

cultureNew Standards forSustainablility?

Library — San Bernardino County

www.rewardwalls.com/product-manual

We’re Already There.

Visit Us AtGreenBuild 2010Booth #1990

By using Reward Wall Systems insulating concrete forms,
we give you all of the tools to successfully design your next
project to the most sustainable specifications.

Along with an engineer on staff and dedicated ICF technical
specialists, Reward publishes a comprehensive ICF technical
manual online.

Get Access To:
• ICF Design Guides and Engineering Specifications
• CSI Specifications and building code evaluation reports
• AutoCAD Details and Revit objects
• Third-Party Testing and Research: fire rating

design listings, sound ratings, fastener pull-out tests
• Exclusive 3rd party ICF moisture research
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WE LOVE IT WHEN A ROOF COMES TOGETHER 
COOLR, TOPR AND SOLR. ONLY FROM SHEFFIELD METALS
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When a Sika Sarnafi l roof reaches the end of its service life, our innovative recycling program reprocesses 
used membranes into new, high-performance roofi ng products. We also recycle 100% of vinyl scrap 
from our production processes. Sika Sarnafi l can help you meet your sustainability goals with durable, 
energy-effi cient roofi ng and waterproofi ng solutions that continue to perform— for decades to come.

When a Sika Sarnafil roof reaches the end of its service life, our innovative recycling program reprocesses

Visit www.sustainabilitythatpays.com/arch for your FREE What It Takes guide. 
And learn how sustainable roofi ng can reduce your impact on the environment—
and increase your ROI. 
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FOR ZERO LANDFILL?
100% RECYCLING

Sika Sarnafil, A Division of Sika Corporation  Tel. 1-800-451-2504, Fax: 781-828-5365, www.sikacorp.com

www.sustainabilitythatpays.com
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barely leaves enough space along its edges to walk around it. The size is symbolic—it measures 
just over 300 square feet, the amount of land per capita in Bucharest, heightening awareness of 
the space in which people live. It’s a simple point, conveyed via a rather intimate experience, but 
infi nitely more a� ecting than maps or data.

Canada, meanwhile, fi lled its pavilion with a captivating, feathery, breathing, lilting creature-
environment by Philip Beesley, called “Hylozoic Ground.” Resembling the glow-in-the-dark 
living forests in Avatar, the delicate, complex work is indeed an interactive, organic system, with 
thousands of tiny white acrylic fronds triggered to wave gently in reaction to the softest breath 
or touch. The installation is undergirded with sophisticated sensors, chemistry-driven moisture 
fi lters, micromechanics and other technologies that Beesley has been researching for over a 
decade as part his investigations into responsive or living architecture.

By focusing on architecture as spaces rather than objects—as containers or backdrops for 
atmospheres, experiences, actions, emotions—Sejima’s theme mercifully nudges the conversation 
away from the mindless formalism that’s had such a strong grip on the profession in recent 
years. Still, something felt missing. Participants seem to have zeroed in on the “meet” part of 
the theme, re-creating sensations one feels in spaces. “Meet” is actually quite a passive word. 
People meet, and then what? For me, the more important word in the theme is “people,” but scant 
attention was paid to social issues, and what architecture can do not only to provide pleasurable 
experiences, but to improve people’s lives.

Two exceptions were the contributions of Studio Mumbai Architects and the Kingdom of 
Bahrain. Studio Mumbai appears to have shipped the entire contents of its studio to its allotted 
Arsenale hall: “Work-Place” is a complete workshop, replete with groupings of stone pavers, 
pigment samples, carved wooden furniture joints, and other ephemera “that [draw] from 
traditional skills, local building techniques, materials, and an ingenuity arising from limited 
resources.” The hundred-strong fi rm includes artisans and builders who are usually directly 
involved in project construction. The piece acknowledges the importance of crafts and tradition in 
a practice that strives to be sustainable, environmentally and culturally.

Ecology and cultural continuity are also central to Bahrain’s impressive fi rst-time Biennale 
participation, “Reclaim.” Three precarious-looking wooden fi sherman’s huts have been 

Philip Beesley’s “Hylozoic Ground”
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reconstructed, their interiors outfi tted with carpets and benches that invite visitors to stay. A 
fl at screen in each hut runs fi lmed interviews with fi shermen who woefully recount their lost 
livelihoods and sense of selves as a consequence of land reclamations, mostly driven by high-rise 
developments that capitalize on postcard sea views. The Biennale jury was evidently moved by 
these intensely personal installations, as it awarded a special mention to Studio Mumbai and the 
Golden Lion for best national pavilion to Bahrain.

The U.S. pavilion, too, has an appealing activist bent, highlighting projects that cast 
“architects as a force for change.” “Workshopping: An American Model of Architectural Practice” 
gathers self-initiated projects, which tend to be driven by passion. Architect and critic Michael 
Sorkin has been generating his own projects for a long time, and one of the ongoing research 
initiatives of his nonprofi t Terreform is a proposal to make New York City entirely self-su�  cient. 
Chicago’s Archeworks presents its Mobile Food Collective; Hood Design attempts to green 
an underprivileged quarter of Pittsburgh; the team of Catherine Seavitt, Guy Nordenson, 
Architecture Research O�  ce, and Anthony Fontenot address climate change with “soft” 
infrastructure.

These projects deserve public airing, but their presentation is one of those conventional, 
piecemeal assemblages with hit-or-miss moments. (Though Italy and Austria win the prize for 
overzealousness, with their respective directors, Luca Molinari and Eric Owen Moss, each roping 
in dozens of architects to produce massive information overload.) I would love to see the U.S. 
pavilion give in some day to a big concept or risk being freewheeling and chaotic.

One positive consequence of the disastrous post-bubble, speculation-averse economic climate 
is that it has made grandiose building projects and sprawling new towns seem even more 
misguided and vulgar than before. This Biennale promotes a more measured, contemplative 
approach that can be a source of not simply immediate pleasure, but optimism for the future. �

“Balancing Act,” by Antón García-Abril & Ensamble Studio
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 architerials.com 
 SCREEN GRAB  →

EDI OOLIOI LOC of one architect’s o� -the-clock research into the world of building 
products, Architerials is informed as much by the artist’s holistic eye as by the geek’s 
technophilic heart. In contrast to a researcher such as University of Minnesota professor 
(and ARCHITECT contributing editor) Blaine Brownell, whose Transmaterial books and 
website posts are succinct and precise, Alli Dryer writes about cutting-edge technologies 
and materials in a conversational way. Using the Chinese philosophy of Wu Xing—the 
idea that everything can be considered wood, fi re, earth, metal, or water—as an informal 
framework, Dryer, an architect at the Dallas fi rm Good Fulton & Farrell (GFF), blends 
science with pop-culture references and personal observations: one post, on advances 
in graphene production, is titled “Is Graphene Elvis or the Russell Brand of Materials?”, 
while another, on a new HVAC product, opens with lyrics from a Journey song. “I wanted 
to make it humorously informative, to appeal to a wide audience,” she says.

Launched at the start of the year, Architerials is a way for Dryer, who was licensed 
in 2009 and spends her days at GFF dealing primarily with construction documents, 
“to step around some of the limitations in my job and explore new technologies and 
materials that I think are really interesting,” she says. Dryer has always been drawn to 
materials, but she fi rst delved into them as an artist, attending Georgetown University 
for a double major in studio art and psychology. By sophomore year, however, she knew 
her career would be in architecture, thanks to a summer internship at an Atlantic 
City, N.J., fi rm. (Among her tasks? Organizing the materials library.) Dryer fi nished 
her undergraduate time at Georgetown—largely because of her love for rowing—and 
immediately moved on to the University of Virginia, earning an M.Arch. in 2007.

Although Dryer started Architerials as a personal pursuit, with the idea of 
incorporating materials research into her career at some undefi ned future point, 
the crossover is happening a little more quickly than she’d anticipated: Fellow 
GFF architects now turn to Dryer on a regular basis with questions about building 
products—and sometimes, the answers she fi nds fuel posts for the site. “I feel like I’m 
getting ahead of myself a little bit,” she says with a laugh. “I’m thrilled.” �

 Architerials author Alli 
Dryer writes about cutting-
edge building materials not 
from a detached point of 
view, but from a personal 
one. “I read a lot of 
nonarchitecture blogs,” 
she says, “and the ones I’m 
drawn to are those where 
you get a sense of the 
person behind the blog.” 

 MAKING THE CASE FOR EXPERIMENTATION IN BUILDING PRODUCTS, FABRICATION 
METHODS, AND ARCHITECTURAL APPLICATIONS. 

 TEXT BY BRAULIO AGNESE 
 PHOTO BY JEFF WILSON 

 LINKS 
   
    iccsafe.org/FreeIECC  
  Thanks to funding from the 
U.S. Department of Energy, 
the 2009 International Energy 
Conservation Code is available 
for free download. It’s expected 
to produce about 15 percent in 
residential energy-effi  ciency 
gains over the 2006 version.
   
   commoncensus.org  
  Political science major 
Michael Baldwin launched 
the CommonCensus Map 
Project in 2005 as a way to 
discover how people, not 
politicians, defi ne where 
they live. Continually rebuilt 
from responses to a short 
series of questions (What 
do you consider to be your 
local community? What’s the 
natural cultural and economic 
center of your area? etc.), the 
map reveals local and regional 
“spheres of infl uence” that 
pay no respect to government-
defi ned boundaries.
   
   thedianerehmshow.org  
  How can bike lanes, pedestrian 
plazas, and attention to scale 
transform city life? Radio 
talk-show host Diane Rehm 
chats with architect Jan Gehl; 
Urban Land Institute fellow 
(and former Pittsburgh mayor) 
Thomas Murphy; urban 
planner Kristina Ford; and 
Barbara McCann, executive 
director of the National 
Complete Streets Coalition. • 
bit.ly/rehmcities

   photoephemeris.com  
  The Photographer’s Ephemeris 
is a map-based tool to assist 
global camera-toters with 
their outdoor photography. 
The program—free for desktop 
download and recently 
turned into an $8.99 iPhone 
app—calculates the position 
of the sun and the moon 
based on when and where you 
want to shoot. Sophisticated 
features like compensation 
for altitude and the ability to 
calculate distance, bearing, 
and elevation angles help you 
get the best image possible.
   
   biggert.cul.columbia.edu 
  The Biggert Collection of 
Architectural Vignettes on 
Commercial Stationery: 1,300-
plus examples of letterhead, 
invoices, checks, and other 
business ephemera (dating 
from 1850 to 1920) that 
contain images of buildings. 
Curious and fascinating. 
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 THE PIT THAT 
SWALLOWED 
A CITY 

 TEXT BY ELIZABETH EVITTS DICKINSON
ILLUSTRATIONS BY   LAUREN NASSEF 

  WHEN A TOWN IN 
SWEDEN  BEGAN 
CRUMBLING INTO 
A GIANT CRATER, 
THE LOCAL 
AUTHORITIES 
TOOK ACTION—
BY CONVENING 
A GLOBAL DESIGN 
SUMMIT. 
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  EDI MDIO THCH 250 YOCIA,  the northern Lapland region 
of Sweden has supplied the world with iron ore. Today, 
some of the most fruitful mines in Europe exist here, feed-
ing the global appetite for steel, an appetite that is almost 
as voracious as the one for oil.

Mining for ore is not a gentle prospect. Earth is blasted 
away with powerful explosives and gouged open with ma-
chinery to access hidden rock deposits. This industry has 
rewritten the very topography of Lapland, and the trans-
formation is most notable in the small town of Malmber-
get, located in the municipality of Gällivare, just north of 
the Arctic Circle. The town’s name translates as “the Ore 
Mountain,” a nod to the rich deposits discovered near the 
Illuvaara mountains when the mine opened in the 1740s.

In the beginning, there were plenty of jobs but few 
places to live; workers built impromptu shacks from left-
over dynamite crates. Today, a proper town has grown up 
around the mining industry, but the houses and buildings 
of Malmberget are no more stable than they were when 
those pioneering workers tacked boxes together.

Malmberget, you see, is being swallowed by a giant 
crater.

As the mining industry grows, an ever-widening 
pit some three miles deep and almost half a mile across 
metastasizes across the landscape. The ground is liter-
ally crumbling under Malmberget. Viewed from Google 
Earth, the dark pit that is the mine resembles a massive 
lake. Buildings and roads seem to spiral toward it, ending 
abruptly at the edge, as if consumed by a black hole.

“Right where the pit is now is where the center of 
the town used to be,” says Lars Albinsson, a consultant 
who has been hired by the mine (which is owned by the 
Swedish government) and the Gällivare municipality to 
help relocate Malmberget’s residents. “People have been 
moving from this expanding mine for 150 years. It’s a kind 
of tradition.”

In recent years, some houses in the path of the pit 
have been uprooted and moved via fl atbeds to safe land. 
Other homes were abandoned as occupants sought new 
shelter in nearby towns or left the area altogether. Today, 
this slow migration is speeding up. More iron ore has been 
discovered under what remains of Malmberget. Blasting it 
out will render the entire city uninhabitable. As many as 
3,800 people will need to leave, and within about 20 years, 
Malmberget will cease to exist.

Last year, the Swedish Industrial Design Foundation 
(SVID) focused on the curious reality of Malmberget. The 
group posed a question: Is it possible to relocate an entire 
town while protecting the very things that make it a com-
munity? SVID partnered with the International Council 
of Societies of Industrial Design (ICSID), a nonprofi t based 
in Montreal, to create an intensive two-week workshop 
called City Move Interdesign. Since 1971, ICSID has hosted 
Interdesign workshops in numerous countries, matching 
designers from around the world with local experts to 
solve problems that are of international relevance.

Claes Frössén of SVID saw a global opportunity in 
Malmberget. “When we started this project, we thought 
that this was a very unique need—but it isn’t,” Frössén 
says. He points to cities all over the world su� ering from 
manmade or natural disasters. Floods in New Orleans 
and Pakistan; earthquakes in Haiti and Chile; mining in 
Brazil and Colombia; postindustrial exodus in Detroit. 
“This is one of the main problems for cities of the future. 
Communities are going to have to move,” he says.

SVID issued an international call for participants, and 
out of the 200 or so respondents, 40 were invited to come 
to Malmberget in the spring of 2009. “We realized that we 
were not just moving houses; we were moving society, 
and that is a very complex thing,” Frössén says. So SVID 
made sure that the group included people not only from 
di� erent geographies, but also from di� erent industries. 
“We looked for architects, engineers, industrial designers, 
doctors, psychologists, preservationists,” Frössén notes. 
The 7.3 million kronor (roughly $1 million) cost was funded 
by the European Union, national and local governments, 
and the mining company. 

The goal of City Move Interdesign was to start a dia-
logue with community members, as well as the mining 
company and the government, in order to conceive of 
a new town. Organizers also aimed to develop a process 
for relocating cities that could be exported. “This kind of 
problem is going to be a trend for the 21st century,” says 
participant Felipe Francisco de Souza, an urban manager 
with the city of São Paulo, Brazil, echoing Frössén.

Lance Rake, a professor of industrial design at the 
University of Kansas, took part in the workshop as well. 
“When Pakistan fl ooded, the U.S. sent rolls of plastic sheet-
ing for housing. Is that really the best we can do? What’s 
happening to help move people?” he asks. “You’d have to 
say: not very much.”

Creating a new methodology for moving people meant 
reconsidering traditional urban planning. Albinsson calls 
this the “content before containers” approach. Instead of 
swooping in to town for two weeks, trying to glean the 
important facts on the fl y, and leaving behind a set of ren-
derings for new buildings, the group sought instead to 
help imagine the very ideals of a future town, one with 
thriving businesses beyond mining and a vibrant cultural 
life. “There is an increasing recognition that design has to 
extend past physically planning a building and get into 
the whole structure of a community,” Rake says.

Here’s how it worked: The 40 participants were split 

continued on page 132→
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MORE IRON ORE HAS BEEN DISCOVERED UNDER WHAT REMAINS 
OF MALMBERGET. AS MANY AS 3,800 PEOPLE WILL NEED TO LEAVE, 

AND WITHIN ABOUT 20 YEARS, MALMBERGET WILL CEASE TO EXIST. 
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 TEXT BY JOHN GENDALL
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THE UNSTOPPABLE RISE OF LANDSCAPE URBANISM
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  EDI LDEO AOD,  landscape architects were often dismissed as the consultants who put fi nishing touches on a building 
site—the broccoli around a steak. But with landscape architects increasingly taking lead positions on large-scale 
projects, winning urban design competitions around the world, and expanding the design market share, broccoli, 
clearly, is a thing of the past.

In many ways, the bellwether for these changes was James Corner’s career arc. As a young designer in Richard 
Rogers’ o�  ce, he grew frustrated by a lack of collaboration between disciplines on the postindustrial London 
Docklands project. Setting out on his own, he founded Field Operations, which has transformed itself from a boutique 
landscape practice turning out small projects and academic essays into a signifi cant urban design fi rm with high-
profi le projects around the world. The critical step in that transition was when Corner won the competition to turn 
Freshkills, a huge former landfi ll in New York City, into a public park.

Underscoring this trend, the Harvard University Graduate School of Design (GSD) is in the midst of expanding its 
landscape faculty by six professorships over two years, and its landscape student body by 50 percent. And landscape 
architecture’s academic expansion holds up with the most tried-and-true indicator: It’s following the money. Large 
corporate architecture fi rms are ramping up their urban design and landscape divisions, as AECOM notably did in 2005 
when it acquired EDAW, then among the world’s largest landscape fi rms.

On the Way to the Sea / 
Derman Verbakel Architecture
Part of the second Bat Yam 
biennale of landscape 
urbanism in Israel, this 
unfolding series of public 
spaces—including picnic and 
performance areas, and a 
sunbathing deck—connects the 
town of Bat Yam (far right) 
to the seashore (far left).

NOT ICONS



Toronto Central Waterfront / West 8 Urban Design & Landscape Architecture



There are several reasons for this 
shift toward landscape. Most pressingly, 
around the world, people are moving to 
cities at unprecedented levels, forcing a 
re-evaluation of city design. But there are 
other forces, too. In the years that followed 
Frank Gehry’s Guggenheim Museum 
opening in Bilbao, conventional wisdom 
held that an iconic monument could 
revive a district or an entire city. But the 
capacity for these architectural landmarks 
to resuscitate urban areas is fi nding itself 
subject to the laws of diminishing returns. 
As image-ennui sets in, cities are looking 
for ways to refashion themselves that are 
both subtler and more substantive.

At the same time, sustainability 
has become an urgent concern, and 
cities, beset by infrastructural and 
environmental challenges, are responding 
with green initiatives that privilege 
landscape. Finally, as the “post” in 
postindustrial becomes emphatic, cities 
are forced to consider the afterlives of 
derelict sites, which, as it turns out, are 
often in advantageous spots—waterfronts, 
city centers, and rail corridors.

Taken together, these developments 
mark a shift in urbanism at the most 
fundamental level. If the 20th century city 
was defi ned by the introduction of the 
automobile, rationalist grids, and industrial 
economies, the 21st century city is setting 
itself up—quite necessarily so—to be 
remembered as the sustainable city, 
anchored by landscapes rather than grids.

Changed cities, new models
Predicated on issues of ecology and based 
on an orchestration of large surfaces 
with many overlapping and competing 
systems, landscape architecture is a 
discipline that is perfectly equipped to 
untangle these urban issues. To refl ect 
this change in the scale of their work, 
and to distinguish themselves from 
garden designers of the past, many in the 
fi eld have taken to calling the discipline 
“landscape urbanism,” a term coined 
in 1996 by Charles Waldheim, who, last 
year, became chairman of the GSD’s 
Department of Landscape Architecture. 
“The urban design models we were given 
in school were built on a premise that 
was di�  cult to apply in a contemporary 
American context,” Waldheim explains. He 
formulated the landscape urbanism model 
as a way to rethink, simultaneously, the 
contemporary city and the discipline of 
landscape architecture.

“Using this model,” Waldheim says, 
“landscape becomes the agent through 
which the city can be designed and 
conceived.” In this way, parks are no 
longer spaces simply to be excavated from 

urban fabric, but rather become active 
generators for future urban growth.

Take Toronto’s waterfront. Toronto, 
around the turn of the millennium, was 
faced with a large, environmentally 
compromised site near the city 
center. Rather than parcel it out for 
redevelopment, the city hired a clutch of 
landscape fi rms—including West 8 Urban 
Design & Landscape Architecture, Michael 
Van Valkenburgh Associates, and Field 
Operations—to oversee a landscape-driven 
renewal of Lake Ontario’s urban edge.

“The Toronto waterfront had been 
developed with industry two blocks 
deep,” explains Adriaan Geuze, one of 
the founding principals of West 8. “It was 
highly disconnected from the downtown 
by a highway that ran along the water’s 
edge.” Although much of that property 
had been abandoned when industry 
packed up and left, the hazardous residues 
remained. “The waterfront had severe 
ecological problems,” Geuze says, and 
as brownfi elds, these prime locations 
were unfi t for public use. Taking this into 
account, the landscape strategies coupled 
intensive environmental remediation 
with the creation of public spaces.

West 8 and the Toronto fi rm du Toit 
Allsopp Hillier won their segment—the 
Central Waterfront—in competition. 
As Geuze remembers it, “most of the 
competitors called for icons, a series 
of piers with landmarks on them. Our 
proposal came up with a series of criteria 
where every intervention was based 
on environmental remediation.” These 
strategies, though, remain entirely 
invisible. Undulating boardwalks, custom 
furnishings, a maple-leaf-shaped island—
all exquisitely detailed—conceal the fact 
that this landscape is doing some serious 
environmental heavy lifting.

And this is one of the central tenets of 
the discipline. “Landscape urbanism makes 
an environmentally based critique of 
urban design,” Waldheim says. Landscape 
urbanism begins with the environment, 
looking to work with the ecological 
systems of a particular site. “A building 
can challenge its environment in the most 
aggressive way,” contends Jason Prior, 
executive director of practice at AECOM 
Planning, Design + Development. “As a 
landscape architect, it’s harder to impose 
foreign things into a site. The origin of 
landscape is in place and environment.” 
AECOM’s master plan for the 2012 
Olympics, in London, is predicated on the 
idea of time. Prior considered the site over 
the long course, considering its impact far 
beyond the Olympic event itself.

continued on page 136→
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Qianhai Water City / Field Operations

London 2012 / AECOM Planning, Design + Development
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TIME IOGOZDCE HOLLEA EOCD L. GRDSSDC a “star urban 
planner,” which doesn’t have quite the same ring as 
“starchitect,” but properly describes the 46-year-old. A 
graduate of the University of Notre Dame and a Loeb 
Fellow at Harvard University’s Graduate School of Design, 
where she still teaches, Gri�  n began her career in the 
private sector, working fi rst for Skidmore, Owings & 
Merrill (SOM) in her native Chicago. While at SOM, she 
helped turn the Renaissance Center, John Portman’s o�  ce 
and hotel complex in downtown Detroit, into General 
Motors Co.’s world headquarters.

From SOM, she went to work for the Upper 
Manhattan Empowerment Zone Development 
Corporation, focusing on planning and heritage tourism 
initiatives, and then to the Washington, D.C., planning 
o�  ce, where she oversaw redevelopment projects. From 
Washington, she moved to Newark, N.J., where, within 
three years, the planning o�  ce she rebuilt was winning 
awards—among them, an award from the New Jersey 
chapter of the American Planning Association for its 
work on sustainable infi ll housing guidelines.

This spring, Gri�  n signed on for what may be 
America’s toughest urban planning challenge: helping to 
remake Detroit, a city that has seen its population decline 
by half over 60 years. In September, Gri�  n helped Mayor 
Dave Bing’s administration launch the Detroit Works 
Project, a 12- to 18-month e� ort to map the city’s future. It 
began with a series of widely attended public forums.

A Manhattan resident, Gri�  n spends most of the 
week in an o�  ce in Detroit City Hall. In an arrangement 
that refl ects the strong interest of philanthropists 
in Detroit’s future, her salary is paid by the Kresge 
Foundation (which has an endowment of over $3 billion). 
Rip Rapson, Kresge’s president and son of architect 

Ralph Rapson, is also giving the city funds for Gri�  n 
to hire a team of local, national, and international 
consultants, from the private sector and four Michigan 
universities. Several other foundations are expected to 
provide funding to support both the technical and civic 
engagement components of the project.

Author Fred A. Bernstein fi rst met Gri�  n in 2004, 
when they were both participants in the Mayors’ 
Institute on City Design in Charleston, S.C. She spoke to 
him on a recent weekend from her apartment in Harlem.

How did the Detroit job come about?
When Mayor Bing began his fi rst full term in January, 
leaders of the private sector were determined to help 
him tackle the extraordinary challenges facing Detroit.  
At the same time, Kresge and other foundations wanted 
to make sure their investments aligned with the city’s 
needs, both programmatically and spatially.

This leadership saw now as the opportunity create a 
shared vision for the city, across sectors and inclusive of 
broad civic engagement. I was asked to join the mayor’s 
team to assemble and manage a team to create this 
vision with members of his sta� .

What are some of those extraordinary challenges?
In many ways, Detroit is struggling with the same 
chronic urban issues that many of our nation’s older 
postindustrial cities face—high unemployment, 
population loss, deteriorating infrastructure, and 
property abandonment.

Detroit at its peak, in the 1950s, had nearly 2 million 
people. It is down to about 800,000—we won’t know for 
sure until next year, when we start to get preliminary 
numbers from the Census Bureau. That population 

 CAN THIS PLANNER 
SAVE DETROIT? 
 INTERVIEW BY FRED A. BERNSTEIN
PHOTOS   BY NOAH KALINA 

  TONI L. GRIFFIN  HAS JUST ACCEPTED A UNIQUE—AND 
DAUNTING—JOB: THE RESHAPING OF DETROIT. SHE 
TALKS TO ARCHITECT ABOUT POPULATION DECLINE, 
URBAN AG, DOWNTOWN’S REVIVAL, AND MORE. 
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decline translates into approximately 40 square miles of 
unused land, in a city of about 139 square miles. So, the 
real challenge becomes: How do you plan for a city that 
was built with an infrastructure too large for its present 
population?

Newark, too, has seen a population decline over the 
past half-century. Did you learn lessons from Newark 
that may be helpful in Detroit?
Newark has always been a denser city, with a greater 
mix of housing types. In fact, there was one point in 
Newark’s history when over 40 percent of its residents 
lived in multifamily buildings, predominately public 
housing. Detroit is quite di� erent. Close to 80 percent 
of the city’s housing stock is single-family detached 
houses, most of them on 50-by-100-foot lots. But not 
everyone wants to live in a single-family home, so in 
order to both retain residents, including young people, 
and attract new ones, Detroit needs a greater variety of 
housing types.

Are long-time residents fearful?
Given all the challenges facing the city, some residents 
are nervous about what’s going to happen to their 
homes and to their neighborhoods. In fact, some have 
been worried that the city already had a plan to relocate 
people from their homes.

Won’t some people, in fact, have to move, if the city 
can no longer provide fi re, sanitation, police, and 
other services to their present locations?
The city is not looking at a forced relocation strategy. 
The team is sensitive to the scars left by federal urban 
renewal programs in the mid-to-late ’60s, which in fact 
did uproot people. So we’re talking about giving people 
choices to live in neighborhoods that can best provide 
the services they need.

It’s going to be tough, but the planning process 
seeks to create more e�  cient and sustainable patterns 
of development and growth, as well as seeking new 
possibilities for the repurposing of land. The city must 
continue to provide its residents with quality services. 
With the availability of underutilized land and housing 
stock—by the way, there is still a good amount of 
a� ordable housing stock in rehab condition—we have 
an opportunity to strengthen the city’s traditional 
neighborhoods as well as create new, compact, and 
more diverse neighborhood typologies.

But how can people continue to live in neighborhoods 
that can no longer support police and other services?
We’re talking about giving people choices to live in parts 
of the city that can best provide access to the services 
and amenities they need. Remember, people have been 
voluntarily choosing to relocate, depopulating sections 
of the city. So now we have to fi gure out, “What does a 
more e�  cient, more sustainable city look like?”

Are people ready to accept a smaller city, with fewer 
services?
It is going to be extremely tough to talk about that. But 
it is imperative that we get to a redesign of the city that 
the government can support. The government can’t 
continue to maintain an infrastructure meant for more 
than twice the present population.

Isn’t part of the problem for Detroit that so much of the 
economic activity occurs outside the city limits? Even 
Kresge is located in a distant suburb.
Currently, over 50 percent of Detroiters work outside 
Detroit, so there are defi nitely discussions to be had 
with surrounding municipalities. However, Detroit is 
still one of the top three largest employment centers 
in the region. I think everyone agrees: A strong region 
requires a strong urban core.

Are there limits to what government can do?
Government can make some transformative moves, but 
those are going to be combined with a lot of smaller-
scale e� orts that bubble up from the grass roots. There 
are already examples of that happening. For example, 
people are using public art projects and community 
agriculture to transform entire neighborhoods.

Some people have suggested turning swaths of Detroit 
into farmland.
Community gardening is already having an amazing 
impact by providing access to healthy food in 
communities where it was not readily available. 
Whether that can be ratcheted up to a scale where it 
signifi cantly alters the urban form remains to be seen. 

Is lead in the soil a problem for urban farmers?
One of these things we’re going to try to get a handle 
on is what the general levels of toxicity are, and what 
impact they have on farming at any large scale. We do 
think that there are opportunities for other natural 
ecologies to play a role in the transformation of the city.  
For example, there are a number of underground rivers 
that we are looking at, with the idea that they can be 
resurfaced to create new naturalized areas in the city.

How has Detroit changed since you worked on the 
Renaissance Center in the 1990s?
Back then, there was no street life in downtown Detroit. 
The majority of ground-fl oor retail was boarded up, and 
there were talks of creating an entertainment district, 
based on bringing a sports team back to downtown.

And now?
There is a vibrancy to the downtown. At ground level, 
local and national retailers are thriving. [Campus 
Martius Park] has become a hub—a local version 
of New York’s Bryant Park. Meanwhile, a number 
of corporations have located their headquarters 
in downtown; it isn’t just GM. The Lions and the 
Tigers both play in downtown. Between that and the 
convention business, there are 50 million visitors to the 
city each year. Given the tough economic times, I think 
that’s a lot of progress.

What advice has the mayor given you?
“Change is hard, but we’ve got to make the city better.”

And Rip Rapson, the president of Kresge?
“Make no little plans.”

Given your public and private sector roles, do you feel 
pressure to serve two masters?
I feel like I’m serving many masters: the current and 
future residents of Detroit. �
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www.cooperlighting.com

TM

Cooper Lighting’s patent pending modular LightBAR™ technology with the patented AccuLED Optics™ system 
is offered in numerous optical distributions to satisfy every outdoor need. The application-speci�c design allows 
lumen and energy output to be customized to ful�ll the exact needs of the outdoor space eliminating wasted 
energy and obtrusive spill light. Producing even, uniform illumination, the system provides a benchmark warm 
white light of 4000K correlated color temperature (CCT) standard, with no sacri�ce in lumen output.

For more information email TalkToUs@CooperIndustries.com or visit our website
at www.cooperlighting.com/ads.

Energy-saving LED offering sets benchmark for  
optical performance and versatility. 

Ventus LED Concise LED
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BERTRAM AND 
JUDITH KOHL BUILDING 

TEXT BY EDWARD KEEGAN 
  PHOTOS KEVIN REEVES 
(U NLESS OTHERWISE NOTED)

OBERLIN, OHIO
WESTLAKE REED LESKOSKY



BUILDING   1   2   3

1. The building’s exterior 
wall system is a Reynobond 
composite metal panel of 
which the provenance has a 
local connection: Bauxite was 
first processed into aluminum 
in Oberlin by scientist 
Charles Martin Hall. The 
milled brush finish plays 
with the light in a way that 
evokes the adjacent Yamasaki 
buildings; their white 
concrete has an opalescent 
aggregate that gives the 
white a great deal of depth.

2. Sustainably harvested 
ipe is used as part of the 
LEED Gold strategy—it will 
weather to gray, relating in 
tone to the metal panels. 
The building’s top floor 
is a fully glazed box that 
floats over Kohl plaza on 
the building’s west face. 
A custom frit pattern helps 
increase the glazing’s 
shading coefficent to 0.28 
while adding another shade 
of gray to the palette. Over 
time, “The building will 
become a series of gray tones 
as a backdrop for a vibrant 
art,” Kurtz says.

ED IEOFY CHERIED, CAEC, the central Tappan Square 
is dominated by the town’s namesake college—an 
example of a town-gown relationship that can’t be 
ignored. The well-regarded liberal arts school provides 
lots of architectural interest, with notable buildings by 
architects ranging in era from Cass Gilbert to William 
McDonough. “Oberlin is branded by innovation,” says 
Paul E. Westlake Jr., principal-in-charge of Cleveland-
based architecture fi rm Westlake Reed Leskosky. It was 
the fi rst American college to regularly admit female and 
black students, and today it’s positioning itself as number 
one in green building, having established LEED Silver as 
the minimum standard for new buildings on campus. 
“They make sustainable design a challenge to all their 
designers,” Westlake says of college leaders.

The world-renowned Oberlin Conservatory of 
Music occupies a corner o�  Tappan Square. Minoru 
Yamasaki—best known for the World Trade Center’s 
towers—designed the original 1963 buildings; his low-
scale complex is a series of indoor and outdoor spaces 
defi ned by the architect’s signature narrow, pointed 
arches, rendered in white precast concrete. Westlake 
Reed Leskosky has added its new Bertram and Judith 
Kohl Building to the Yamasaki original. The bar-shaped 
structure attaches to the old complex via a vertical 
circulation tower and third-story bridge. The building 

is situated between a parking lot to the east and  the 
Yamasaki complex to the west.

The architects planned the building to create a north-
south axis. Accessed from Tappan Square to the north, 
students proceed through a plaza between the old and 
new structures, and an exterior stair moves up the Kohl 
building façade and terminates the axis in another green 
space: a third-story roof garden. “We wanted to redirect 
the energy,” project designer Jonathan C. Kurtz says. “It’s 
a dense, urban landscape—where the rest of the campus 
is more bucolic.” David H. Stull, dean of the conservatory, 
notes that the addition’s location behind the Yamasaki 
complex “isn’t where you’d [choose to] put it—it doesn’t 
have any street frontage.”

Stull isn’t a big fan of the Yamasaki buildings—
although the architect “brought natural light into all the 
spaces through courtyards and windows”—a strategy 
Stull and the Westlake Reed Leskosky architects tried to 
reprise. “We wanted to bring nature into the building,” 
Kurtz says. The team was able to accomplish this through 
several primary moves. First, the building’s narrow 
footprint allows ample daylighting in all spaces. Second, 
a central “terrarium” on the third fl oor brings light and 
colorful winter-blooming fl owers into the public spaces 
and adjacent faculty lounge. Third, the south roof garden 
is always open to the public.REGHT: NEG ITHCXU
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The 37,000-square-foot addition is three stories tall, 
plus a basement, and houses the jazz studies department. 
Other facilities include a recording studio, rehearsal and 
performance spaces, teaching studios, practice rooms, 
and archives. The building’s program is stacked in a way 
that makes sensible use of the material mass necessary 
to acoustically isolate each of these spaces. The ground 
fl oor has percussion practice rooms and rehearsal studios 
that require the densest construction. Standard practice 
rooms, needing slightly less dense construction, are on the 
second fl oor, and o�  ces—the closest the Kohl Building 
gets to conventional construction—are on the third fl oor.

While spaces focused on individual students are 
private and isolated, the public spaces encourage 
interaction. “We wanted to create unplanned social 
learning environments,” Kurtz says. Sometimes this is as 
simple as a bench in the corner of a corridor; other times 
it’s more elaborate, like the stairs that rise in unison from 
the ground fl oor to the third level, both inside and outside.

“The infl uence of jazz on the building is interesting,” 
Stull says. “The windows on the east façade are 
syncopated and the color of the anodized aluminum 
changes. It’s improvisational.” Paul Westlake has a more 
straightforward way to describe the intended excitement. 
“We wanted to design the place where the lights go out 
last,” he says. In the Kohl Building, they have.

Site Plan

Yamasaki buildingsKohl building
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1. The Reynobond cladding 
is treated with a specially 
formulated stain from PPG 
Industries that “takes it from 
aluminum to a deeper shade, 
more like zinc,” Kurtz says. 
The team selected the coils 
of metal used for the panels 
and then took samples to the 
plant, where the coating was 
tested.

2. The pattern of windows 
on the east façade is a nod 
to the neighboring Yamasaki 
buildings. The rhythm of 
panels was intended to recall, 
but not mimic, the windows and 
arches of the older buildings.

EOI: TOR NCHOUX
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Section
Connecting bridge

Yamasaki building

Lobby Exterior stair Plaza Circulation tower  0 2010
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Third Floor Plan

Second Floor Plan

Ground Floor Plan

Interior circulation centers 
on a series of stairs on the 
west side of the building. 
The first flight mirrors an 
outdoor staircase, which 
doubles as seating for 
performances. Standing on the 
second floor landing, students 
can see up into a courtyard 
on the third floor.

 Project Credits

  

 Project  The Bertram and Judith Kohl 

Building, Oberlin, Ohio

Client  Oberlin College

Architect, Interior Designer and M/E/P 

and Structural Engineer  Westlake 

Reed Leskosky, Cleveland—Paul E. 

Westlake Jr. (managing principal, 

principal-in-charge); Jonathan C. Kurtz 

(associate, project designer); Rhonda 

Hansal (associate, project director); Lyle 

Satterlee (construction administration); 

Raymond Kent (associate, theatrical 

consultant); Matthew J. Murphy 

(lead mechanical engineer); Megan 

Blank (mechanical project engineer); 

Stephanie Banfi eld (associate, lead 

structural engineer); Robert J. Smolinski 

(associate principal, lead electrical 

engineer); Carmen Mazzant (electrical 

project engineer)

Civil Engineer  KS Associates, Elyria, 

Ohio—Jeff  Keefe

General Contractor  Krill Construction, 

Cleveland—Doug Fishback

Landscape Architect  GroundView, 

Somerville, Mass.—Wilson Martin

Acoustic Consultant  Kirkegaard Acoustic 

Design, Chicago—Dana Kirkegaard

Cost Estimator  Project and Construction 

Services, Cleveland

Size  37,000 square feet

Construction Cost  $15.5 million

Project Cost  $24 million 

Student centerExterior stair

Roof garden

Piano studio

Exterior stair

Percussion 
practice rooms

Computer lab Practice rooms

EntryControl roomRecording studio Rehearsal rooms

Teaching studios

Offi  ces Garden Faculty lounge
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1. A third-story bridge 
links the Kohl Building to 
a new circulation tower that 
nestles between two of the 
Yamasaki volumes. The bridge 
doubles as a student lounge. 
Polished concrete floors and 
white walls create a neutral 
backdrop for the space, which 
can be used for everything 
from group study to impromptu 
performances.

2. The faculty lounge is also 
located on the third floor, 
next to the enclosed garden. 
Growing in the garden are two 
specially bred witch hazel 
trees, which bloom in late 
January. When students return 
for the spring semester, the 
vibrant orange and lime green 
blooms provide a respite from 
the snow-covered Ohio winter.

3. The corridors offer benches 
and nooks that are intended 
for use as casual social 
spaces. The hope is to promote 
more interaction between 
students and the faculty who 
have offices nearby.

EOIIOT OENI: CHF OEHOLM
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 Materials and Sources

Acoustical System  RPG Diff user System 

(panels and diff ractals) rpginc.com; 

Mason Industries (hardware) 

mason-ind.com

Carpet  Lees Carpets leescarpets.com

Ceilings  Knauf Drywall (MP75 

Projection Plaster) www.knaufdrywall

.co.uk; BEKA beka-klima.de/en

Coatings and Sealants  L&M 

Construction Chemicals lmcc.com; 

FinalFinish fi nalfi nish.biz

Concrete  Akron Concrete Corp.

akronconcrete.com; Pompili Precast 

Concrete pompiliprecastconcrete.com; 

Mack Industries mackconcrete.com

Exterior Wall Systems  Riverside 

Group (fabricator) riversidegroup.net; 

Reynobond reynobond.com

Fabrics  Knoll Textiles www.knolltextiles

.com; Maharam maharam.com; 

Verosol verosol.com

Glass  Viracon viracon.com

Gypsum  National Gypsum 

nationalgypsum.com; Acme Arsena Co. 

(contractor) acmearsena.com

HVAC  Reliance Mechanical 

reliancemechanical.com; Mammoth 

(ground-source heat pumps) 

mammoth-inc.com; Munters Corp. 

(energy recovery ventilator) munters.us

Insulation Fibrex Inc. fi brexinsulations

.com; Owens Corning owenscorning

.com; Acme Arsena (contractor)

Lighting Control Systems  Lutron 

Electronics Co. (EcoSystem, SoftSwitch 

128) lutron.com

Lighting  Strand Lighting strandlighting

.com; Bega bega-us.com; Color Kinetics 

colorkinetics.com; The Lighting Quotient 

(Elliptipar) thelightingquotient.com; 

GVA Lighting gvalighting.com; Ledalite 

ledalite.com; Litelab litelab.com; 

Metalux by Cooper Lighting 

metalux-lighting.com; Neoray by 

Cooper Lighting neoray-lighting.com; 

Rambusch rambuschlighting.com; 

Selux selux.com

Masonry and Stone  Grand Blanc 

CMU grandblanccement.com; VIP 

(contractor) viprestoration.com

Paints and Coatings  PPG Industries 

ppg.com

Renewables Middleton Geothermal 

Services middletongeothermal.com

Seating Wenger Corp. wengercorp

.com; Allermuir allermuir.com; 

Steelcase steelcase.com; Davis Furniture 

davis-furniture.com

Site and Landscape Products  Hanover 

Architectural Products hanoverpavers

.com; American Hydrotech 

hydrotechusa.com

Structural System  D&J Structural 

Contract; Thomas Steel tsifab.com

Walls Dietrich Metal Framing 

dietrichmetalframing.com; Acme 

Arsena (contractor) 

Windows, Curtain Walls, and Doors  

Tubelite tubelite.com 

→Full Materials and Sources at 
architectmagazine.com
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The recording studio—located 
on the south end of the 
building—is the most 
acoustically sensitive room 
in the building. To isolate 
the room from the rest of the 
facility, the walls are a 
massive 4 feet, 1 inch thick. 
The ceiling has to protect the 
studio from airplane noise 
and vibrations, because the 
building is on the flight path 
to the Cleveland airport. The 
green roof directly above the 
studio adds extra mass that 
helps block the roar of 747s 
passing overhead.

Recording Studio 
Wall Section at Base

2" air space

Fiberglass insulation

CMU wallsVapor barrierCustom cabinetry

31/2" raised wood 
fl oor system

Concrete slab
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 TOOLBOX
  
  
  One way to build green is to 
build lightly on the land—but 
that strategy runs counter 
to some of the critical, and 
hidden, acoustical needs of the 
Kohl Building. “It’s as dense 
with materials as you can get,” 
project designer Jonathan C. 
Kurtz says. As many as eight 
(that’s right—eight) layers of 
gypsum board are used in a 
single wall assembly, and one 
composite concrete masonry 
unit and drywall partition type 
tops out at 21 1/2 inches wide.

The wall assemblies vary from 
fl oor to fl oor with the acoustic 
needs of the space. Separating 
the third fl oor offi  ces (which 
double as teaching spaces) are 
two sets of metal studs fl oated 
on isolation pads, sheathed in 
diff erent quantities of gypsum 
board on either side. This is to 
give more mass to one side of 
the wall than the other—if the 
same number of sheets were 
used, sound waves from one 
offi  ce would cause both sides of 
the wall assembly to vibrate in 
tandem. More mass on one side 
stops the sound waves, providing 
more acoustic isolation.

In classrooms, the gypsum 
boards are separated by masonry 
walls, adding extra insulation. 
But the most complex wall 
system is found in the recording 
studio. Used for both student 
and professional recordings, 
the room must be completely 
cut off  from any sound outside. 
Nine-inch-thick diff ractal panels 
are placed in a 21-inch-deep 
acoustical assembly. This is then 
placed in front of a 12-inch-thick 
masonry wall, followed by a layer 
of insulation, a 2-inch air space, 
and another insulated masonry 
wall. The total thickness of this 
system is 4 feet, 1 inch.

The suspended ceilings within 
the acoustically sensitive areas 
such as the practice rooms on 
the fi rst and second fl oor are 
equally sophisticated—and 
complicated. The building’s 
geothermal radiant heat and 
cooling system is embedded in 
the ceiling construction. Mason 
Industries’ acoustical hangers 
support BEKA radiant tubing, 
which is adhered to cement 
board panels. These panels are 
then embedded in Knauf Drywall 
MP75 Projection Plaster. It’s one 
of the fi rst times that the BEKA 
system has been installed in 
the United States, according 
to principal-in-charge Paul E. 
Westlake Jr. 
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Recording Studio Wall Section

Reynobond cladding

Sliding absorptive 
acoustical panels

Fixed diff ractal 
acoustical panels

Speakers

Horizontal bond 
masonry beam

Steel beam

Concrete slab

Stainless steel 
mesh panel

Theatrical drapery

Masonry walls
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Daniel S. Pearl, Architect, Montreal, Canada: Winner of the Global 

Holcim Awards Bronze 2006.

“Our work is driven by a collective vision that we build  
  with our clients.”

Develop new perspectives for our

future: 3rd International Holcim

Awards competition for projects

in sustainable construction. Prize

money totals USD 2 million. 

www.holcimawards.org

In partnership with the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology

(ETH Zurich), Switzerland; the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, Cambridge, USA; Tongji University, Shanghai, China; 

Universidad Iberoamericana, Mexico City; and the Ecole Supérieure

d’Architecture de Casablanca, Morocco. The universities lead the

independent juries in five regions of the world. Entries at 

www.holcimawards.org close March 23, 2011.

The Holcim Awards competition is an initiative of the Holcim

Foundation for Sustainable Construction. Based in Switzerland,

the foundation is supported by Holcim Ltd and its Group companies

and affiliates in more than 70 countries. Holcim is one of the

world’s leading suppliers of cement and aggregates as well

as further activities such as ready-mix concrete and asphalt 

including services.

Circle no. 377 or http://architect.hotims.com
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Campus Site Plan

 1. The headquarters building 
houses offices for more than 
500 employees. A sunshading 
system controls glare and heat 
gain in the office spaces; 
the exposed glazing encloses 
a multistory atrium.

2. The entire nine-building 
campus was designed by the 
same team, allowing the glass 
and steel vernacular to be 
carried through from the 
headquarters tower to the 
other buildings. The complex 
is programmed to encourage 
movement back and forth 
between structures (and thus 
interaction among employees). 

EUOIISE EF EIIEH, Germany, sits the Krupp Belt, 
a 568-acre redevelopment that has, until recently, 
been very nearly empty. Much of the site was littered 
with rundown and largely abandoned factories until 
Krupp Park, a 57-acre public greenspace opened last 
year. Now, new construction is revitalizing the site’s 
built landscape as well: The ThyssenKrupp Quarter is 
a multibuilding campus that houses manufacturing 
conglomerate ThyssenKrupp AG’s main o�  ces. 
Designed by the team of JSWD Architekten in Cologne, 
Germany, and Chaix & Morel et Associés in Paris—who 
together beat out more than 100 submissions in an 
international competition—the campus had to answer 
the need for not only a cornerstone for the larger 
development, but a signature identity for the company.

But before construction could begin, the site’s 
industrial past had to be reckoned with: Nearly two 
hundred years of steel production meant that extensive 
soil remediation had to be completed. This required the 
sifting and cleaning of 15.9 million cubic feet of earth, 
and during the process, the cleaned soil was moved to 
create small hills and a parkscape around the site.

For the design, the team shied away from a 
traditional corporate tower. “We decided not to do a 
high-rise building like you would fi nd in New York,” 
JSWD co-founder Jürgen Ste� ens says. “The gesture 
was too big for ThyssenKrupp, so we decided instead to 
make a small high-rise.” Rising 165 feet, and standing 
at the head of a long refl ecting pool that leads some 
980 feet to an access road, the headquarters building 
(otherwise known as Q1) is the clear center of operations 
on campus; the eight surrounding buildings have a 
maximum height of 82 feet to give the complex “a 

more human scale,” Ste� ens says. Every building is 
situated around an atrium or courtyard to “signal that 
the people work together and have a dialogue,” he 
adds. And the organization of the program also helps 
this cross-pollination. More than 500 people work in 
the headquarters building, and meeting rooms and the 
employee canteen are located in other buildings on site.

One thing employees do not need to go outside for 
is fresh air. All of the buildings on the campus follow 
stringent German sustainability standards and, as such, 
are naturally ventilated. This is particularly notable in 
the headquarters building, where o�  ces surround a 
vast 10-story atrium that is not air-conditioned. “The 
idea was not to heat or cool the whole atrium, which 
is a huge volume of air,” Ste� ens says. “It would cost a 
lot of money, and not be sustainable.” Exceptions are 
made for employee comfort in targeted zones, which the 
team refers to as “microclimatic interventions.” In these 
spaces, radiant heating is employed and refl ected o�  of 
canopies to create a zone of warmer air.

A complex sunshading system makes the lack of air 
conditioning possible in the glazed structures. Stainless 
steel louvers and fi ns open and close based on the 
sun’s path to maximize views out, while reducing glare 
and cutting down on heat gain. But the sunshading 
system—with its triangular, square, and trapezoidal 
fi ns—also serves to give the campus buildings their 
signature appearance.

“The detail of the sunshading system is the 
character of the whole,” Ste� ens says. “When you look at 
the building in the evening when the sun is going down, 
it is absolutely amazing to see what the stainless steel 
does with this red light.”
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Curtain wall

Fins

Vertically mounted system with 
integrated wiring and motors

Horizontal fi xed louvers
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1. In bright sun, the fins 
of the sunshading system fold 
flat against the building 
to block as much heat as 
possible. On the shaded side 
of the building, the fins 
open to allow in the maximum 
amount of daylight.

2. The motorized system is 
mounted vertically, allowing 
entire columns of fins to move 
in tandem.

 TOOLBOX
  
  
The sunshading system at the 
ThyssenKrupp Quarter consists 
of a series of stainless steel 
fi ns that open and close in 
conjunction with the sun’s path 
across the façade. Based on an 
off -the-shelf system for moving 
horizontally mounted louvers, 
here the system is mounted 
vertically, with conduit housing 
wiring and motors running up 
and down the façade; the fi ns 
are mounted on either side of 
that conduit. This customized 
system allows for 180 degrees 
of rotation, and for each fi n to 
move individually or in concert 
with its neighbors—so the eff ect 
can either be a sequence of fi ns 
lying fl at  (as in the photo, left) 
or fi ns lapped in a V-shape (as in 
the detail drawing, below).

Each of the fi ns is made up 
of a series of 2mm-thick and 
7cm-deep horizontal louvers 
(roughly 400,000 of them cover 
the façade of the headquarters 
building). Whereas the fi ns move 
back and forth to shield large 
areas of glass, the mini-louvers 
move up an down, increasing or 
decreasing the porosity of the 
fi ns. This means that employees 
can still have a clear view out 
if the fi ns are fl ush against 
the façade but the louvers are 
perpendicular. When the louvers 
close, against bright sun or high 
wind, they turn each fi n into an 
opaque shield. The motorized 
system is controlled by sensors 
which feed data to a computer.

One additional benefi t: 
Sunlight bounces off  of the 
fi ns and into the interior, with 
the louvers acting as mini 
light shelves and augmenting 
daylight in the offi  ces. But those 
same louvers can catch wind as 
it whips around the building, 
causing potentially damaging 
uplift. During storms, the louvers 
and fi ns are closed completely to 
minimize loads on the system.

Sunshading System Section
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Lounge

Entrance

Lobby

Ground Floor Plan

Conference 
rooms

Executive offi  ce suites

Terrace

13th Floor Plan

Offi  ces

Elevators

Typical Offi  ce Floor Plan
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1. To regulate temperature 
in the non-climate-controlled 
atrium, the design team 
employed skylights that 
release pent-up hot air and 
promote passive ventilation. 
Plants are set out on the 
bridges that traverse the 
space, and a garden is 
installed at the base so 
that workers who have offices 
looking into the atrium have 
a view that includes greenery.

2. The atrium is designed 
to host different functions, 
including presentations and 
other events. Small seating 
areas were designed into the 
bridges to serve as breakout 
areas and informal social 
hubs for the workers in the 
building.
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 1. The client brief mandated 
that a sunshading system 
be employed on the campus 
buildings, but that the 
view for employees not be 
obstructed. Even when closed, 
the small louvers that make 
up each fin allow for views 
while maximizing shading of 
the actual glazed façade.

2. The perimeter offices 
receive abundant natural 
light. They feature glass 
walls with frit patterns so 
that the light can penetrate 
deeper into the interior 
without compromising privacy.

3. The majority of the 
interior finishes and 
furniture on the office floors 
is white, in order to reflect 
the daylight and maximize its 
throw into the floorplate.  

EOI: TONENC CHFHLCM WNEE
BOEEOX:  FOUCENSB  EHBSSNNKCUII LT
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 Project Credits

  

   Project   Q1 Building, ThyssenKrupp 

Quarter

Location  ThyssenKrupp Allee 1, 

D-45143 Essen, Germany

Client/Owner  ThyssenKrupp AG

Architect  JSWD Architekten | Chaix & 

Morel et Associés

Team  Patrick Jaenke (responsible 

partner, JSWD); Maic Auschrat (project 

director, JSWD); Walter Grasmug 

(responsible partner, C&M); Misha 

Kramer (project director, C&M)

General Planning & Project 

Mangement  ECE Projektmanagement, 

Hamburg

Structural Engineer  IDN Ingenieure, 

Duisburg

Electrical Engineer  Dörfl inger & 

Partner, Erfurt; ITS Ingenieurtechnik 

Scholz, Essen

Civil Engineer  IDN Ingenieure, Duisburg

Geotechnical Engineer  Asmus & 

Prabucki Ingenieure, Essen

Landscape Architect  KLA 

Kiparlandschaftsarchitekten, Andreas 

Kipar, Duisburg and Mailand

Lighting Designer  LichtKunstLicht AG, 

Bonn and Berlin

Specialist Consultant Panoramic 

Window Q1  Werner Sobek, Stuttgart

Sunshade/Solar Protection Consultant  

Fraunhofer Institute for Solar Energy 

Systems ISE, Freiburg

Façade Area Consultant  Priedemann 

Fassadenberatung, Berlin (L.PH. 2– 4 

Planning); AMP Beratende Ingenieure, 

Neuss (L.PH. 5–8 implementation 

planning)

Wind Consultant  Ingenieurgesellschaft 

Niemann & Partner, Kassel

Size of Headquarters Building  

118,295 square feet (active space)

Size of Campus  325,070 gross 

square feet

Total Cost  85.2 million € 

($115.96 million)

Materials and Sources

Building Management Systems and 

Services Siemens Building Technologies 

buildingtechnologies.siemens.com

Ceilings Lummel lummel.de/en

Exterior Wall Systems (Façade) Schüco 

International schueco.com

Elevators  ThyssenKrupp Elevator (Twin 

elevator system with stainless steel 

cladding) thyssenkruppelevator.com

Glass Innoverre innoverre.de; Hefi  

Glaskonstruktiv hefi -glaskonstruktiv.de

Interior Doors Hörmann hoermann.de

Metal ThyssenKrupp Steel Europe 

(sunshading fi ns and louvers) 

thyssenkrupp-steel-europe.com/en

Plumbing and Water System Kaldewei 

kaldewei.com; KEUCO www.keuco.de

Walls (Partition Panels) Strähle 

Raum-Systeme www.straehle.de

Windows, Curtain Walls, and Doors 

Dorma dorma.de 
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 WATSONVILLE WATER 
RESOURCES CENTER 

 TEXT BY VERNON MAYS
  PHOTOS BY BRUCE DAMONTE   

 WATSONVILLE, CALIF.
WRNS STUDIO 

 EDI IOOUDO ACD as critical in California’s Pajaro Valley as water: 85 percent of the valley’s water use supports its 
$400 million farming economy. So when heavy demand for water led to saltwater intrusion in the local aquifer, 
three public agencies—The City of Watsonville Waste Water and Water Departments and the Pajaro Valley Water 
Management Agency—pulled together to address the problem, and in so doing formed the Watsonville Area Water 
Recycling Project, based at the new Watsonville Water Resources Center in Watsonville, Calif.

  Designed by WRNS Studio, of San Francisco, the center is both a functional and didactic extension of the water 



recycling plant it supports. The 16,000-square-foot 
building joins three separate but related departments to 
coordinate action on issues of water management and 
quality in coastal areas of south Santa Cruz and north 
Monterey counties. Administrative o�  ces, a water quality 
lab, and education space form a comfortably scaled 
complex designed to achieve LEED Platinum certifi cation. 
The building and landscape weave a narrative about 
water use and conservation that raises public awareness 
through exhibitions and tours. “On the experiential 
side, the entry sequence focuses on water,” notes project 
designer Adam Woltag. “Cars circle around a detention 
bioswale and, as people approach the building, they cross 
a footbridge over water. That really sets the tone.”

  Active participation by the client group enriched a 
collaborative process with clear goals from the outset. 
“The layout of the plan was a critical fi rst step,” says 
project manager Pauline Souza, WRNS’ sustainability 
director. A public patio divides the building into two parts, 
separating the o�  ce-heavy operations center from the 
laboratory. This yielded huge energy savings, allowing for 
energy-gobbling mechanical systems to be dedicated to 
the lab space while relying on natural ventilation in the 
o�  ce wing. In addition, the site a� orded the long, narrow 
building a favorable east-west orientation, allowing 
for large glass surfaces on the north façade and small 

1

2
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  1.  The Water Resources Center 
has to lead by example in 
the drought-prone and water-
conscious Pajaro Valley. To 
that end, the landscaping 
features native and drought-
tolerant plantings that 
require less than 70 percent 
of typical water usage. These 
plants are watered only when 
recycled water is available.
  
  
   2.  The water feature in 
front of the building entrance 
also uses recycled water. 
When there is a surplus, the 
water runs constantly; when 
there is none, the fountain 
remains dry. 

Site Plan

punched windows and long roof overhangs on the north 
and south. Interior planning took its cues from the 
resulting distribution of daylighting and views.

  The building confi guration, in tandem with 
landscape screens, creates exterior spaces protected 
from chilly ocean winds. Both the large public 
conference room and an employee dining room are 
placed next to exterior patios. With accordionlike 
glass walls, each of these rooms can be opened to 
the landscape, creating interesting indoor-outdoor 
relationships and accommodating public gatherings.

  When possible, design elements were fi nessed to 
convey the idea that water is a fi nite, precious resource. 
A water feature in the main courtyard, for example, 
operates only when recycled water is available. During 
rainfalls, water fl ows o�  the shedlike roof, down rain 
chains, and into rock-lined swales, where it is directed 
to retention basins and treated before infi ltrating the 
ground. Even the use of native and drought-tolerant 
plants reinforces the message. Along with the use 
of low-fl ow fi xtures, such steps lower potable water 
consumption by half and reduce the need for energy-
intensive water transport. “Seventy-fi ve percent of the 
cost of water is tied to energy—how you clean it and 
move it from place to place,” Souza says. “People don’t 
normally connect that.”

  The facility’s heating and cooling system is all 
about energy conservation too. Most of the building is 
tempered with a radiant fl oor system that circulates 
heated or cooled water; air fl ows with ceiling fans 
and operable windows. Vent stacks on top of the 
operations wing draw warm air out, while high-
e�  ciency mechanical equipment in the conference 
room and lab reduces energy loads.

  WRNS designed the center with materials selected 
for durability and low maintenance. Placing 2x6 studs 
at 24-inch intervals reduced the number of support 
members needed and allowed for more insulation. 
California redwood was an ideal choice for the exterior 
rainscreen, in part because of its resistance to mildew 
and decay. The wood was o� ered to the team when the 
city decided to clear several trees for fi re protection. 
“They were going to use it for mulch,” Woltag says. 
Because it was sourced locally, the wood didn’t need to 
be acclimated and was milled nearby.

  All of which adds up to a boon for a public 
project predicated on demonstrating environmental 
stewardship in ways that are apparent and direct. 
“It was really the simple things—the orientation, 
the thermal envelope, the tweaks on the mechanical 
system—that made this building a success,” Souza says. 
“That’s why the client bought in.” 
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  1.  Operable windows throughout 
the building allow for natural 
ventilation, and several 
public areas feature indoor-
outdoor space, including this 
employee dining area.
  
  
   2.  The reception area serves 
as the main point of entry, 
not only to the operations and 
laboratory area, but also to 
the education area, which is 
the part of the program most 
accessible to the public. 
Visitors enter into a space 
lined with Heath Ceramics 
tile, another local resource, 
and can proceed to conference 
rooms and other areas beyond.
  
  
   3.  Outdoor space is a 
critical element of the 
building program. Patios—like 
this one off of the employee 
dining room—provide permanent 
outdoor seating, while 
benches and pathways encourage 
visitors and staff members to 
engage with the surrounding 
landscape.
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  1.  The long, barlike volume 
of the building is only 38 
feet wide, so the interior 
of the single-story structure 
is airy and daylit from 
both sides. This reduces the 
need for artificial lighting 
during the day, especially 
in the relatively densely 
packed operations area, where 
there are no walls to inhibit 
daylight penetration. White 
walls and neutral finishes 
highlight the Douglas fir 
ceiling, which is constructed 
from tongue-and-groove decking 
over glulam beams. “Often 
there is so much attention 
paid to photovoltaics or 
geothermal as a way of saving 
energy,” Souza says, that low-
tech solutions such as these 
are ignored.
  
  
   2.  In the water-testing lab, 
high-efficiency mechanical 
equipment provides the 
services needed by a 
traditionally power-hungry 
setting without blowing the 
energy budget. Occupancy 
sensors ensure that the 
lights are off whenever the 
lab is empty. 

Section Airfl ow Diagram

1
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 Project Credits

  

   Project   City of Watsonville Water 

Resources Center

   Architect   WRNS Studio, San Francisco—

Sam Nunes (principal in charge); Pauline 

Souza (project manager, sustainability 

director); Adam Woltag (project 

designer); Eileen Ong (senior technical 

architect); Lihsing Kuo (project architect); 

Jeff  LaBoskey (junior designer)

   Landscape Architect   Bellinger Foster 

Steinmetz

   Contractor   Devcon Construction

   Electrical Engineer and Lighting 

Designer   Integrated Design Associates

   Structural Engineer   JEC Structural 

Consulting

   Civil Engineer   RI Engineering

   Commissioning Agent   Rick Unvarsky 

Consulting Services, San Francisco

   Mechanical & Plumbing Engineer   

Rumsey Engineers

Size  16,000 square feet

  

  Materials and Sources

  

   Building Management Systems and 

Services   Automated Logic Corp.  

automatedlogic.com 

   Exterior Wall Systems   Rainscreen 

with locally-sourced redwood; Trespa 

(Meteon)  trespa.com ; VaproShield 

(WrapShield)  vaproshield.com 

   Flooring   Heath Ceramics (tile) 

 heathceramics.com ; Daltile (Porcealto, 

Glass Refl ections)  daltile.com 

   Furniture   Herman Miller (Vivo, 

Intent, Aeron, Eames)  hermanmiller

.com ; Custom Desk  customdeskinc

.com ; Bernhardt Design (Balance) 

 bernhardtdesign.com ; Krug (Dorso 

E)  krug.ca ; Allseating Corp. (Inertia) 

 allseating.com ; Humanscale (Saddle) 

 humanscale.com ; Nienkämper (Vox and 

Vox Fliptop)  nienkamper.com 

   Glass   PPG Industries (Solarban 60) 

 ppg.com ; Lane-Aire (fl at skylight) 

 lane-aire.com 

   Lighting   Humanscale (Diff rient light)

   Millwork   SierraPine (Medite II) 

 sierrapine.com ; Environ Biocomposites 

(Dakota Burl)  environbiocomposites

.com ; Thomas Fisher Scientifi c (oak 

veneer)  hamiltonlab.com 

   Paints and Finishes   ICI (low-VOC paint) 

 icipaints.com ; Cabot (low-VOC stains) 

 cabotstain.com 

   Plumbing and Water System   

CustomCascade (2000 Series) 

 oreqcorp.com ;  Sloan Valve Co. 

(WES 111, WES-1000, EAF-275)  

 sloanvalve.com ;  Takagi (T-K3 and 

T-KJr)   takagi.com 

   Roofi ng   Firestone Building 

Products (UltraPly TPO Roofi ng)  

www.fi restonebpco.com ; Metal Sales 

Manufacturing Corp.  mtlsales.com   

   Walls   Kawneer (Flushline and Wide 

Stile Doors)  kawneer.com ; NanaWall 

(SL70)  nanawall.com 

   Windows, Curtain Walls, and Doors   

Kawneer (8225T, 7225, Trifab 451T) 

2
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into several interdisciplinary groups and partnered with 
Swedish locals who served as guides and translators. SVID 
also employed facilitators whose jobs were to help keep 
the groups on task. Participants avoided drawing specifi c 
buildings or city plans, instead trying to compel the com-
munity into a dialogue about the potential uses of the new 
town. “We wanted to understand what goes on in this new 
city,” Albinsson says. “We wanted to talk about the social 

plan fi rst. It’s not a traditional planning process.”
The Interdesign group spent several days getting to 

know the region. “We were living around the edge of the 
pit, some of us in vacant houses that were abandoned,” 
says Frank Mruk, associate dean at the architecture school 
of the New York Institute of Technology (NYIT). Every 
night, just after midnight, the mine operators would set 
o�  an explosion to expand the mine. “Sometimes the blast 
would start small earthquakes,” he recalls.

On the third day, the group descended into the mine. 
“It’s more complex than the subway of Paris down there,” 
says de Souza. “They have an enormous amount of infra-
structure inside the underground layers.” Including a 
restaurant at 1,600 feet below grade, where the group sat 
perched on the edge of the crater while eating lunch.

Above ground, however, life was far less organized. 
“There were streets leading to nothing, that were not 
connected with the city,” de Souza says. “This is the urban 
disaster that they are creating [by moving houses] with-
out an urban plan.”

After several days, it became evident that a few key 
areas needed the attention of the international group. 
First, there was poor communication among the citizens, 
the mining company, and the municipal government. 
“Lack of communication was a big problem, and it needed 
to be opened up,” Frössén says.

For instance: The group learned that the site chosen 
by the government and mining company for relocating 
residents was actually an active mining area, making 
it likely that another move would need to happen in 50 
years’ time. “[The participants] said, ‘Absolutely not,’ ” Frös-
sén explains. “They started trying to fi nd new alternatives 
for where the new society would be built.” Among the pro-
posals: to use an underdeveloped area around a river, or 
to create a New Gällivare, blending the towns of Gällivare 
(population roughly 8,000) and Malmberget.

The region surrounding Malmberget is not just rich 
in iron ore—it also has a wealth of natural beauty, from 
Arctic rivers and mountains prime for skiing to vast for-
est preserves. Some groups within Interdesign envisioned 
the development of a robust outdoor tourism industry 
(Gällivare has a small airport) and other business ventures. 
Finally, there were the buildings themselves. How do you 
create sustainable, energy-e�  cient structures in an Arctic 
setting? And what happens if, despite all best intentions, 
the citizens have to move again?

“My group looked at moving cities in a couple of dif-
ferent ways,” Rake remembers. “I was interested in the 
history and the culture of the [indigenous] Sami people 
who live there. They’ve been following reindeer herds for 
centuries. They are a nomadic society, but they’ve also 
managed to keep their families and community intact. 
The moving becomes part of the culture. I wondered if we 
could do that.” Rake’s team discussed possible techniques 
for fabricating movable structures. “What if we had a way 
of building buildings so that the core of it gets moved, and 
the rest could decay?”

Thinking progressed over two weeks at the group’s 
home base, a sports arena in Malmberget, outfi tted with 

→
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all the supplies they needed to work—easels, paper, mark-
ers, computers. Residents were invited to stop by and par-
ticipate. At fi rst, few showed up, but as word of the project 
spread, more and more popped in.

The process of the workshop was not always easy. “It’s 
a fashionable thing to do multidisciplinary, international 
projects, but making that work is pretty di�  cult,” Rake 
concedes. There were language barriers, disagreements, 
egos to be checked. This is where the facilitators earned 
their keep. “A lot of teams had internal problems just get-
ting their team together,” says NYIT’s Mruk. “The organiz-
ers had to work to mediate.”

Before leaving, each group gave a fi nal presentation to 
residents. The ideas ranged from the abstract to the con-
crete, but it was the process more than the product that 
was benefi cial. “The citizens had the opportunity to talk 
and to criticize the government and the mining company. 
In small Scandinavian towns, I don’t think this is an every-
day possibility,” de Souza says.

After the workshop, Albinsson was appointed to lead 
a second community project called The New Gällivare. A 
series of discussion groups—participants were asked to 
think about a perfect day in the new town—led to a wealth 
of planning priorities. Three key areas of urban develop-
ment have been identifi ed, and the collective vision will 
be ready by the end of this year, with the goal of getting 
approval from the municipality early next year. Planners, 
architects, and other experts are now being brought in to 
formulate plans.

Is the process exportable? In February, an earthquake 
hit the coastal community of Concepción, Chile, shifting 
the entire city 10 feet closer to the sea. City leaders deter-
mined that they must move the whole town farther up a 
nearby mountain to avoid the faultline. And they invited 
Albinsson for a visit. � 
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In cities overseas, where urbanization is surging, 
landscape urbanism o� ers a promising way forward. 
Field Operations recently won a competition to design 
the Qianhai region of Shenzhen, China, a 4,500-acre 
area along the waterfront which has nearly 2 million 
residents. For Corner, who has probably done more to 
change contemporary landscape practice—or at least 
the public perception of it—than anyone else, landscape 
urbanism “is a systems-based way of understanding an 
environment, where you understand the fl ows, energies, 

dynamics of an environment.”
In Qianhai, Corner’s strategy was based on three 

criteria: water-quality improvement, transportation, and 
building neighborhoods. “Of the other invited entries,” 
Corner says, “none of them dealt with environmental 
issues; they were all just to do with creating cool cities.”

This alternative strategy demands that designers 
relinquish the idea that architecture equals an 
autonomous building. “You don’t make cities from 
individual buildings,” Prior argues. “You make them 
from the infrastructure and organization of place, and as 
we understand more about the sustainability of cities, 
then starting with a robust position on how these city 
systems work in relationship to the natural environment 
and relationships to the anticipated community, we fi nd 
ourselves upstream from the actual building.”

Earlier this year, Lars Müller Publishers released the 
book Ecological Urbanism, edited by GSD dean Mohsen 
Mostafavi and doctoral candidate Gareth Doherty. 
The hefty tome provides a framework for much of this 
thinking. In his introduction, Mostafavi voices support 
for the landscape urbanist approach, since sustainable 
design remains limited if LEED certifi cation, for example, 
“deals primarily with the architectural object, and not 
with the larger infrastructure of the territory of our 
cities and towns.” Signaling widespread interest in this 
agenda, the editors assembled an impressive roster of 
contributors who attempt to reconcile urban design and 
theory with ecology.

In the U.S., this change in scale is beginning to be 
implemented in places such as the Gulf region, where 
the magnitude of the crisis has challenged most design 
proposals. Following Hurricane Katrina, a number of 
competitions and studies investigated new architectural 
projects that could withstand environmental catastrophe. 
Well-intentioned though they were, these proposals 
lacked the scale su�  cient to address a regional issue.

Now, landscape strategies are beginning to emerge. 
New York’s Van Alen Institute, for example, is partnering 
with the Environmental Defense Fund to develop 
strategies for the New Orleans coastal delta region that 
endeavor not to make a series of hurricane-resistant 
houses, but to treat the issue as the far-reaching ecology 
that it is. When considering that same geography, back in 
2001, long before Katrina, landscape architects Anuradha 
Mathur and Dilip da Cunha published Mississippi 
Floods; its subtitle, “Designing a Shifting Landscape,” 
highlights one of the hallmark distinctions of landscape 
architecture: conditions change.

Change is one of the tenets of landscape urbanism, 
too. Chris Reed, founding principal at Boston-based Stoss 
Landscape Urbanism, explains that the discipline begins 
by “understanding how things do change—not just 
that the vegetation grows, but that entire ecosystems 
change.” 

Bat Yam, Israel, a small city just south of Tel Aviv, 
seized on this concept in launching the International 
Biennale of Landscape Urbanism two years ago. 
This year, with “timing” as its theme, the program 
presents exhibitions and installations that look for 
ways to transform urban spaces a� ected by vacancy, 

continued from page 97 →
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construction, or even dereliction, acknowledging the 
temporary opportunities presented by those sites.

Growing pains
Old enough to drive but not yet fully mature, the fi eld 
is still refi ning its approach and identity. One issue that 
even the fi eld’s vocal advocates will acknowledge is that 
it deals with landscape at the expense of urbanism—in 
other words, that ecology trumps development patterns, 
socioeconomic trends, and other urban considerations.

“Generally, I’m a proponent of landscape urbanism, 
since it has contributed to the idea that cities evolve 
over time, and to the idea of interdisciplinarity,” 
explains Roger Sherman, director of the CityLAB at the 
University of California in Los Angeles. “But it needs to 
look more closely at the urbanism side of the equation. 
Nature changes by natural forces, and cities do too, but 
the forces and the logics by which cities change are 
fundamentally di� erent [from] natural forces.”

Sherman, author of the recently published book L.A. 
Under the Infl uence: The Hidden Logic of Urban Property, 
thinks urban designers should consider how “processes 
of urban development might be thought of in similar 
ways as …   ecological processes.”

Some critics are more outspoken. “They have 
aestheticized landscapes,” says the prominent New 

Urbanist Andrés Duany. “But no one actually walks 
in that stu� .” He dismisses the rise of the approach as 
political maneuvering to snatch up competition wins 
and academic positions. “It ain’t that hard,” Duany says, 
“but they’ve developed this exquisite vocabulary.”

Pointing out that New Urbanists work mostly in 
medium- and small-sized cities, not large ones, he 
observes, “It’s exactly like the Vietnam War: Those who 
control the cities cannot control the countryside, and 
those who control the countryside have a di�  cult time 
controlling the cities—unless they kill everybody.” But 
he is willing to learn from the other side. “I have an 
attorney going through all their material to extract all 
their vocabulary.” Waldheim, for his part, argues that 
New Urbanism su� ers from a “fundamental inability to 
deal with contemporary culture.”

Landscape urbanism may tra�  c in complex systems, 
environmental science, and large-scale master plans, 
but it continues to be, at its core, about creating vibrant 
public spaces—not so unlike the landscape architecture 
of old. “Parks and gardens and streetscapes are well 
understood, important contributors to sustainable city- 
and place-making,” explains AECOM’s Prior. “[Successful 
public spaces] are being seen more and more as an 
essential ingredient of making successful cities—
successful places, where there is life and vitality.”   � 
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ebuild is the destination for construction pros searching 
for information about building products. ebuild is a source 
of unbiased coverage of new products, trends and news. 
Pros visit ebuild to learn how to do their jobs faster, safer 
and easier. ebuild connects pros to product manufacturers, 
experts and peers. 

a 360 degree view 
of product informationebuild.com

       search. 
source. 
        learn. 
 connect.
        ebuild.
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Magnet for Talent
JR Walters Resources, premier A/E/C recruiting
firm, can help you grow your company and your
career.  Review current opportunities at  

www.jrwalters.com
or call 269 925 3940

ARCAT now has hundreds of data rich generic 

and proprietary AutoDesk® Revit® BIM objects. 

All objects are developed on the Revit 9.1 

platform, with links to ARCAT manufacturer

CSI 3-Part specs, product data and green

reports for that product category. 

GageCarve® 
The Gage Corporation, Int.

If you want to make statement, GageCarve 
speaks volumes. GageCarve sheets are 
individually crafted of .125"-.160" 
aluminum, and then anodized or powder 
coated for enhanced appearance, longevity, 
and durability. GageCarve is appropriate 
for numerous architectural applications 
including interior and exterior wall 
surfacing, elevator cabs, and column 
covers – a unique product worth a second 
look.

800-786-4243 • gage@centurytel.net 

www.gagecorp.net

Perfect for Gated
Communities

FAAC is the world’s largest specialized

manufacturer of operators for swing, slide

and barrier gate systems. The Model 400

heavy-duty hydraulic swing gate operator is

UL 325 compliant and designed for applica-

tions needing maximum versatility, such as

subdivisions and apartments. Its power and

reliability also make it ideal for large,

ornate gates. Visit www.faacusa.com.

Western Kentucky University (POSITION WANTED) 
Assistant Professor Architectural Sciences 
Full-Time, Tenure Track, 9-Month Position 

Beginning August, 2011 
Description: Tenure-track Assistant professor position in Archi-
tectural Sciences with expertise in several of the following areas: 
architectural documentation, design studios, manual board draw-
ing, BIMS, structures. Teaching undergraduate classes, curric-
ulum development, undergraduate applied research, grant writing. 
Required Quali� cations: Master’s Degree with completed � eld 
experience leading to the appropriate professional licensure in 
Architecture, Construction, Engineering or closely related � eld 
at time of appointment. Minimum of three years of international 
professional work experience in the degreed discipline with 
demonstrated ability in architectural design and drawing produc-
tion of built works and LEED certi� cation.  Minimum of one year 
experience in teaching with a documented ability to work in a team-
oriented environment. Capable of developing and maintaining 
partnerships with regional industry. Ability to work with students 
on team projects. 

For Full Details visit 
http://www.wku.edu/hr/AAAweb/employment.htm

Deadline: The review of applications will begin on October 1, 
2010 and will continue until the position is � lled. AA/EEO
Send a letter of application, a description of philosophy of 
education, CV, all transcripts and 3 letters of recommenda-
tion to: Chair of Architectural Sciences Search Committee, 
Department of Architectural and Manufacturing Sciences, 1906 
College Heights Blvd #51066, Western Kentucky University, 
Bowling Green, Kentucky 42101- 1066.

Western Kentucky University (POSITION WANTED) 
Assistant/Associate Professor Construction Generalist 

Full-Time, Tenure Track, 9-Month Position 
Beginning August, 2011 

Description:  Tenure-track Assistant / Associate Professor posi-
tion in Architectural and Manufacturing Sciences Department 
with expertise in several of the following areas: architectural and 
mechanical CAD, 3-D animation packages, project management, 
supervision, quality or construction law. Teach undergraduate and 
or graduate classes, curriculum development, engaging under-
graduate and graduate students.
Requirements: Earned Doctorate degree in an appropriate tech-
nical/managerial � eld at the time of appointment. Candidate is 
expected to have completed � eld experience in an industrial set-
ting.  Documented ability to work in a team-oriented environment. 
Capable of developing and maintaining partnerships with regional 
business and industry. Strong command of verbal and written 
English skills. Ability to teach graduate coursework. At least one 
degree (Baccalaureate, Masters, or Doctorate) in NAAB, NAIT, 
ATMAE or an ACCE accredited program.

For Full details visit
http://www.wku.edu/hr/AAAweb/employment.htm

Deadline: The review of applications will begin on November 3, 
2010 and will continue until the position is �  lled. AA/EEO 
Send a letter of application, a description of philosophy of educa-
tion, CV, all transcripts and 3 letters of recommendation to: 
Chair Construction Generalist Search Committee, Department of 
Architectural and Manufacturing Sciences, 1906 College Heights 
Blvd #51066, Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green, 
Kentucky 42101- 1066. 

Western Kentucky University (POSITION WANTED) 
Assistant/Assoc. Professor 

Generalist in Architectural Sciences 
Full-Time, Tenure Track, 9-Month Position 

Beginning August, 2011 

Description: Tenure-track Assistant/Associate Professor posi-
tion in Architectural and Manufacturing Sciences Department 
with expertise in several of the following areas: architectural 
and mechanical CAD, architectural detailing, 3-D animation 
packages, project management or construction law. Teach 
undergraduate and or graduate classes, curriculum development, 
undergraduate applied research, grant writing, public service.

Required Quali� cations: Masters degree with appropri-
ate professional licensure or doctorate degree at the time of 
appointment. Candidate is expected to have completed � eld 
experience in an occupational setting.  Documented ability to 
work in a team-oriented environment. Capable of developing 
and maintaining partnerships in the discipline and industry. 
Strong command of verbal and written English skills. Ability to 
teach graduate coursework. At least one degree from a NAAB, 
NAIT, ATMAE or an ACCE accredited program.

For Full Details visit
http://www.wku.edu/hr/AAAweb/employment.htm

Deadline: The review of applications will begin on November, 3 
2010 and will continue until the position is � lled. AA/EEO 
Send a letter of application, description of philosophy of 
education, CV, all transcripts and 3 letters of recommendation 
to: Chair of Generalist Architectural Faculty Search Committee, 
Department of Architectural and Manufacturing Sciences, 1906 
College Heights Blvd #51066, Western Kentucky University, 
Bowling Green, Kentucky 42101- 1066. 
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1.888.233.4527
www.acrylitebuildingproducts.com

High Impact Translucent Glazing
ACRYLITE® Acrylic Multi-Skinned and 
Wave Profile glazings are extremely
weatherable panels manufactured
with High Impact Acrylic Polymer. 
Architects and designers around the 
world have long admired ACRYLITE® 
for its versatility in design applications.
Call us today to receive free samples. 

TRACTION TREAD
Traction Tread aluminum thresholds 
and nosings are available with non-slip 
epoxy abrasive particles bonded into the 
grooves or with formulated rubber inserts.
Attractive, smooth and extremely durable, 
they are perfect for schools, hospitals and 
commercial applications. Traction Tread 
provides a detectable warning for stairs 
and ramps and can also be integrated with 
photoluminescent edges for power failure 
emergency exits.

For more information:
ZERO INTERNATIONAL

718-585-3230
www.zerointernational.com

We do windows.

www.wojan.com/archmag

800-632-9827 x-7 ● amag@wojan.com

Serving the U.S. fenestration 

marketplace since 1952, Wojan 

Window & Door is a veteran-owned, 

Inc. 5000 company.

Wojan’s diverse line of quality 

aluminum 

windows and 

sliding glass 

doors are rated 

for commercial 

or architectural 

performance.

Our value: 

competitive 

pricing, aggressive lead times and 

focused customer service.

Inspired by Mother Nature,

we’re driven to produce

Quality Windows for All Seasons.
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   Metl-Span’s Architectural 
Insulated Metal Wall Panel

    The Metl-Span Architectural wall panel is 

ideal for high-profile architectural  

applications. The panels may be installed 

either vertically or horizontally for maximum 

design flexibility. Multiple module widths 

and joint reveals add to the design variations 

available. Attached with concealed clips and 

fasteners in the side joint, Architectural wall 

panels provide a beautiful flush appearance. 
 

 For more information visit  
www.metlspan.com.

Circle no. 321Circle no. 320

Circle no. 319

Circle no. 322

Featuring recycled 

content, ICYNENE 

MD-R-200™ is a 

medium density 

spray foam and air 

barrier material  

allowing a building 

to be more energy  

efficient. Compared 

to light density foam, it has higher R-value 

per inch, higher compressive strength and 

lower vapor permeance. ICYNENE  

MD-R-200 is one of a portfolio of spray 

foam solutions available from Icynene.

Visit Icynene.com 

for details.

 

   Now in its 18th year, the Ceramic Tiles  
of Italy Design Competition celebrates  
the outstanding residential, commercial 
and institutional work of North American  
architects/designers who use Italian  
ceramic tile in their projects. Winning 
architects/designers receive $4,000 +  
a 5-day trip to Bologna, Italy, to attend  
Cersaie 2011. Deadline: January 17, 2011.  
 
Visit www.tilecompetition.com  
to submit!

Circle no. 315 Circle no. 316

YOUR IDEA.
YOUR NEEDS.
YOUR FLOORING.
Introducing 
noraplan® degree.

Combining subtle shading 
and a distinctive, textured 
modular look, noraplan® 
degree inspires unlimited 
design possibilities across 
mulitple applications in 
30 coordinating colors.

800-332-NORA
www.nora.com/us/degree27

British Columbia wood. 
Sustainable by nature. 
Innovative by design.

Discover green 
building tools, 
view our supplier 

directory and 
source certified 

wood products.

   Design  
in Fun!

    

   Nichiha Illumination Series panels were 

the perfect choice for the Bainbridge 

Island Children’s Discovery Museum in 

Washington. These custom red finished 

panels gave the museum the medium to 

express an element of fun on the outside  

of the building as the children  

would have on the inside! 
 

1.866.424.4421 
nichiha.com

The 3rd 
International 
Holcim Awards 
competition is 
now open.
The Holcim Awards is an international 
competition recognizing innovative 
projects and future-oriented concepts. 
A total of $2 million in prize money is 
awarded in each three-year cycle. The 
competition seeks projects demonstrat-
ing an ability to stretch conventional 
notions about sustainable building while 
balancing environmental, social and 
economic performance and exemplifying 
architectural excellence.

www.holcimawards.org

Winter Riviera is one of Hanwha Surfaces 
newest products from their HanStone Quartz 
line. This elegant quartz surface features the 
highest quality of quartz in rich hues of black 
highlighted with soft, intricate patterns and 
shades of grey. Winter Riviera is ideally 
suited for countertops, vanities, bar tops, and 
conference rooms.

Winter Riviera
from the Ruscello Collection

www.hanwhasurfaces.com

Introducing the new blog from 
Columbia Lighting. 

Read it. Share it. 
Start a conversation. 

                          is your 
online source for the latest in 
lighting industry news. Featuring 
product reviews, events, solutions, 
trends, and more.

www.columbialighting.com/blog
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Solarban R100 glass combines superior 

SHUIRUPDQFH�DQG�QHXWUDO�UHÁHFWLYLW\�WR

SURYLGH�D�QHZ�FKRLFH�LQ�VRODU�FRQWURO��ORZ�H

JODVV��,GHDO�IRU�SULYDF\�JODVV�DQG�D�SHUIHFW

FRPSOHPHQW�WR�VSDQGUHOV��PHWDO��EULFN�DQG�

VWRQH��Solarban R100 glass features a  

�����/6*�UDWLR�WKDW�LV����WR����SHUFHQW�EHWWHU�

WKDQ�FRPSHWLQJ�SURGXFWV�

PPGIdeaScapes.com

888.PPGIDEA

High moisture resistance allows FOAMULAR®  
XPS to maintain 90% of its R-value for 20 years.* 
Its many compressive strengths make it suitable 
for a variety of applications. Plus it provides  
the ability to meet ever-changing codes and 
standards. And, it’s the only XPS with the  
GREENGUARD Children and SchoolsSM Product 
Certification.

* See actual warranty for details. The GREENGUARD INDOOR  
AIR QUALITY CERTIFIED Mark is a registered certification  
mark used under license through the GREENGUARD  
Environmental Institute. ©2010 Owens Corning.

The neo® is a new generation of 
luminaires constructed of glass and 
polished aluminum. The patented, 
award-winning design provides 
total design freedom and specifica-
tion flexibility. The neo®’s utilization 
of light is the key to the luminaire 
philosophy. It has pure aesthetics in 
design, material, and technology.

selux.com/usa
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Hurricane-Resistant  
Windows

.DOZDOO�(�6HULHV�

:LQGRZV��

ZKLFK�DOVR�DOORZ�

integration of 

FOHDU�YLVLRQ�JODVV�

ZLWK�WUDQVOXFHQW�

SDQHOV�LQ�WKHLU�XQLWL]HG�&XUWDLQZDOO�

6\VWHP��DUH�FHUWLÀHG�WR�7$6�����������

DQG������DV�ZHOO�DV�$670�(�����DQG�

(�����LQ�À[HG�DQG�SURMHFW�RXW�VDVK�

PRGHOV��.DOZDOO�LV�WKH�RQO\�WUDQVOXFHQW�

V\VWHP�PHHWLQJ�WKHVH�QHZ�VSHFLÀFDWLRQV�

Contact Kalwall Corporation at
800.258.9777 or www.kalwall.com 

Unrivaled versatility,  

superior hygienic properties.

&HUDPLF�WLOH�RIIHUV�IUHHGRP�WR�FUHDWH�
HQYLURQPHQWV�WKDW�DUH�DV�KHDOWK\�DV�WKH\�
are stunning. Learn more about products 
IURP�7LOH�RI�6SDLQ�EUDQGHG�PDQXIDFWXUHUV�
DQG�KRZ�WKH\�DUH�DGYDQFLQJ�DHVWKHWLF�DQG�

K\JLHQLF�DSSHDO�LQ�KHDOWK\�KRVSLWDOLW\��

Contact Tile of Spain, 305-446-4387  
or www.spaintiles.info.

gpgypsum.com

Circle no. 323

Circle no. 326

Circle no. 329

High
'HÀQLWLRQ�

1-Panel
Door

7KH�&HFR�+LJK�'HÀQLWLRQ���3DQHO�'RRU�
IHDWXUHV�D�GLVWLQFW�HPERVVHG�GHVLJQ�WKDW�DGGV�
HOHJDQFH�WR�DQ\�URRP�RU�HQWUDQFH��8QGHU�WKH�
H[WHULRU�VNLQV�LV�DQ�HQHUJ\�HIÀFLHQW�SRO\XUH-
WKDQH�FRUH��PDNLQJ�WKLV�GRRU�DQ�LPSRUWDQW�
VROXWLRQ�WR�WRGD\·V�EXLOGLQJ�UHTXLUHPHQWV��
'HVLJQ��GXUDELOLW\��DQG�HQHUJ\�HIÀFLHQF\�
PDNH�WKH�+'���3DQHO�'RRU�D�FRVW�HIIHFWLYH�
DOWHUQDWLYH�WR�VWLOH�DQG�UDLO�ZRRG�GRRUV�

Ceco Door  �  www.cecodoor.com 
888.232.6366

Expanded
Color  
Selection

����*UDKDP�:RRG�'RRUV�RIIHUV�DUFKLWHFWV�DQG�
GHVLJQHUV�DQ�LQGXVWU\�OHDGLQJ�VHOHFWLRQ�RI�
���SUHÀQLVK�FRORUV��$OO����VWDQGDUG�VWDLQV��
DORQJ�ZLWK�LQIRUPDWLRQ�RQ�YHQHHU�FXWWLQJ�
DQG�DVVHPEO\�PHWKRGV��DUH�KLJKOLJKWHG�LQ�WKH�
´1DWXUDO�6ROXWLRQVµ�FDWDORJ��D�SRZHUIXO�WRRO�
WR�KHOS�GHVLJQ�SURIHVVLRQDOV�ÀQG�WKH�EHVW�
ZRRG�GRRU�IRU�WKHLU�SURMHFWV�

Graham Wood Doors 
641.423.2444 
www.grahamdoors.com

Northern Quest Resort and Casino, 
Washington, USA
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This is your show—the industry’s ONLY annual international event dedicated to 

the commercial concrete and masonry construction industries. When it comes 

to discovering the machinery, technology, resources and new ideas you need to 

sustain and grow your business, nothing compares to World of Concrete. 

January 18-21, 2011 • Seminars January 17-21
Las Vegas Convention Center  •  Las Vegas, Nevada START YOUR YEAR OFF RIGHT: www.worldofconcrete.com

SOURCE CODE: XX071
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American Hydrotech 38 254 www.hydrotechusa.com 800.877.6125
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EDIEO DN IHE 1973 P/A Awards program, Bellfl ower 
Elementary School in Mentor, Ohio, designed by Richard 
Fleischman & Associates, epitomizes the earth-sheltered 
buildings popular 40 years ago and newly relevant in 
our energy-conscious era. The school has a porcelain-
steel-clad cap, with a slot of windows that visually 
separate it from a grassy berm rising from the fl at site. 
Square in plan and set at a 45-degree angle to the road, 
Bellfl ower looks longer and lower than you would 
expect from a two-story building; the reduction in scale 
is appropriate for an elementary school surrounded by 
modest suburban houses.

The school’s interior also has an unexpected quality 
that foretells the more fl uid and fl exible learning 
environments of today. Organized like a small town 

with a skylit, two-story activity center just inside the 
glass entry doors, the school has two “streets” that cross 
at its center, with “learning centers” at its four corners 
that include stepped seating along the sloped inside of 
the berm. Its exposed steel-framed structure supports 
enclosed seminar, music, and speech rooms, as well 
as a teachers’ room and administrative o�  ces on the 
mezzanine. The visually and spatially dynamic interior 
provides a varied and highly stimulating learning 
environment, serving as a model of how we might rethink 
schools in our digital age, with technology enabling both 
teachers and students to be more mobile.

P/A juror Donald L. Stull appreciated the school’s 
recognition that “a worthwhile educational experience is 
an evolving thing.” That is as true today as it was in 1973. � EF
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EARTH-BERMED AND ENERGIZING
BELLFLOWER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, OUTSIDE OF CLEVELAND, RECALLS 
EARLIER EFFORTS AT ENERGY CONSERVATION AND EDUCATIONAL 
INNOVATION THAT DESERVE REASSESSMENT IN OUR OWN TIME. 

  →1973 P/A AWARD CITATION 

1973 P/A Awards Jury
Arthur Erickson
Hugh Hardy
John M. Johansen
William LeMessurier
Edward J. Logue
Rai Y. Okamoto
Archibald C. Rogers
Donald L. Stull
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Sink your teeth into this year’s bumper crop of Ceiling Systems – guaranteed to be both
good for the environment and good for your buildings, too. Stop by the Fresh Greens
booth #623 at Greenbuild and experience our growing crop of “sustainable” greens 
as we celebrate our roots in 150 years of innovation.

armstrong.com/freshgreens   1 877 ARMSTRONG

fresh greens
■ CHILLED BEAMS, LED LIGHTING FOR TECHZONE™ CEILING SYSTEMS

■ FLEXIBILITY & ENERGY SAVINGS WITH DC FLEXZONE™ GRID

■ HIGH POST-CONSUMER RECYCLED CONTENT CEILING & GRID SYSTEMS

■ FSC-CERTIFIED WOODWORKS®

■ 10 YEARS OF CEILING RECYCLING – 100 MILLION SQ FT RECYCLED

■ GREEN GENIE™ LEED® CALCULATOR TOOL

CEILING&WALL SYSTEMS

B e t w e e n  u s ,  i d e a s  b e c o m e  re a l i t y ™

Circle no. 95 or http://architect.hotims.com


